


CASE SUMMARY 





engine was running, however the vehicle was not moving.  Senior Deputy Hutton, 
uncertain as to whether or not this vehicle was associated with the hit and run broadcast, 
pulled his marked black and white patrol unit behind the vehicle.  Seconds later, the 
vehicle sped away through the parking lot at a high rate of speed.  Senior Deputy Hutton 
pursued the vehicle through parking lot; as it was crowded with multiple parked cars and 
pedestrians.

The vehicle sped to the southwest corner of the shopping center and made a right turn 
into an alley; located along the west side of multiple businesses within this shopping 
center.  Deputy Doepking saw Senior Deputy Hutton pursuing this vehicle into the 
aforementioned alley.  Deputy Doepking drove his marked patrol unit to the northeast 
end of this shopping center under the assumption that the suspect vehicle would exit the 
alley at this location.  Deputy Doepking saw the suspect vehicle exit from the alley and 
make a right hand turn, now heading southbound through the parking lot.  Deputy 
Doepking’s vehicle was nearly struck by the suspect vehicle, as the suspect vehicle sped 
past (south of) Deputy Doepking’s patrol unit.  The suspect vehicle continued traveling 
southbound through the parking lot at a high rate of speed and was headed for the south 
entrance/exit of the shopping center that is accessible by the westbound traffic lanes of 
Agoura Rd.  Deputy Doepking drove out of the parking lot at the entrance/exit apron 
where Senior Deputy Hutton initially pulled in behind the suspect vehicle.  This 
entrance/exit is accessible from Lakeview Canyon Rd.  Deputy Doepking drove out of 
the parking lot and began heading southbound on Lakeview Canyon Rd. approaching 
Agoura Rd.

Deputy Doepking felt as though the suspect vehicle was going to exit the shopping center 
and proceed westbound on Agoura Rd.  Deputy Doepking accelerated his vehicle through 
the right hand turn from southbound Lakeview Canyon Rd. onto westbound Agoura Rd.  
After making this turning movement, Deputy Doepking saw the suspect vehicle making a 
left turn out of the parking lot onto Agoura Rd.  The suspect vehicle was now traveling 
eastbound in the westbound lanes of Agoura Rd. heading straight for Deputy Doepking’s 
patrol unit.  Deputy Doepking attempted to slow his vehicle anticipating a head on 
collision with the suspect vehicle.  Deputy Doepking brought his patrol unit to a stop and 
immediately thereafter the suspect vehicle then “rammed” the front passenger side of 
Deputy Doepking’s patrol unit.  The suspect vehicle then continued traveling eastbound 
in the westbound lanes of Agoura Rd. and was now headed for the intersection of Agoura 
Rd. and Lakeview Canyon Rd.  Deputy Doepking put his patrol unit in reverse and began 
backing up, in an effort to turn around and continue following the suspect vehicle 
eastbound.



While this was occurring, Senior Deputy Hutton had also exited the parking lot of the 
shopping center from the exit/entrance driveway that is accessible from Lakeview 
Canyon Rd.  Senior Deputy Hutton proceeded southbound on Lakeview Canyon Rd. and 
arrived at the intersection of Agoura Rd.  Senior Deputy Hutton saw the suspect vehicle 
collide with Deputy Doepking’s patrol unit, as the suspect vehicle was traveling 
eastbound in the westbound lanes of Agoura Rd.  The suspect vehicle then proceeded 
eastbound on Agoura Rd. and was now headed for the front passenger side of Senior 
Deputy Hutton’s patrol unit; as Senior Deputy Hutton had stopped his patrol unit facing 
southbound on Lakeview Canyon Rd. and it was positioned partially within the 
intersection of Agoura Rd.  Senior Deputy Hutton put his patrol unit in reverse and 
quickly backed up out of the path of the suspect vehicle.

The suspect vehicle then entered the intersection of Lakeview Canyon Rd. and Agoura 
Rd. at a high rate of speed.  The suspect vehicle decelerated and came to a skidding stop 
with the front of the suspect vehicle facing, and within several feet of, the northeast 
corner of Lakeview Canyon Rd. and Agoura Rd.  Senior Deputy Hutton quickly pulled 
his patrol unit to the rear of the suspect vehicle.  Senior Deputy Hutton exited his patrol 
unit and stood by the driver’s side door of his patrol unit.  The suspect vehicle then 
quickly accelerated in reverse and was now heading in the direction of Senior Deputy 
Hutton.  Senior Deputy Hutton had nowhere to retreat to and was in fear for his life, as 
the suspect vehicle was now heading directly for him.  Senior Deputy Hutton drew his 
department issued firearm and fired seven shots into the interior of the vehicle, aiming at 
the location where the driver was seated.   

Immediately following the gunshots, the suspect vehicle came to a stop within 
approximately five feet of where Senior Deputy Hutton was standing.  The suspect 
vehicle then made a left sweeping turn in an apparent attempt to make a U-Turn and head 
for westbound Agoura Rd.  The suspect vehicle made this left turning movement across 
the north/southbound lanes of Lakeview Canyon Rd. just north of Agoura Rd.  As the 
suspect vehicle neared the west curb line of Lakeview Canyon Rd. (just north of Agoura 
Rd.) Deputy Doepking intentionally rammed the front of his patrol unit into the driver’s 
side of the suspect vehicle; exercising legal intervention in an effort to stop the suspect 
from fleeing the scene.  This action caused the suspect vehicle to become trapped, as it 
was wedged in between the front of Deputy Doepking’s patrol unit and the west curb of 
Lakeview Canyon Rd.

The driver, identified as   (DOB: ), had sustained gunshot 
wounds and was subsequently transported by American Medical Response (AMR) 
personnel to the Los Robles Hospital / Emergency Room for medical treatment.   



Follow-Up Investigation: 

Early on in the investigation, detectives learned that  was a resident of Gilroy, 
CA. and was recently placed on a 5150 W&I Hold (Mental Health Evaluation) by the 
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office.  Investigators reviewed the Santa Clara Police 
Reports associated with ’ hold.  Based on the content of the 5150 W&I report, 
dated May 31, 2013, it is quite evident that harbors a resentment or discontent 
toward government officials.  During the May 31, 2013 incident made 
statements to uniformed deputy sheriff’s about cutting the ears off of people who had 
“implanted computer chips” from the government.   admitted to Santa Clara 
County Sheriff’s Deputies that he felt as though “Agents” were watching him and he 
even went so far so to search a nearby field for these agents, potentially with a machete; 
based on information the reporting party provided to Santa Clara County Sheriff’s 
Dispatch Center. used the words “Government” and “Agents” in a negative 
context while speaking with law enforcement officers within 15 calendar days of 
attempting to kill Senior Deputy Hutton; and committing an assault with a deadly weapon 
against Deputy Doepking; using his 1993 Acura Integra as the weapon. 

On June 20, 2013, Investigators conducted a Miranda Interview of  At the 
beginning of the interview,  told investigators the only reason they wanted to 
question him was so that they could justify the police officers shooting him.  

 told investigators that he was traveling to Riverside County to visit his sister 
and had left Gilroy sometime on the morning of June 15, 2013.  said he became 
lost and was trying to find Highway 19.   admitted to stopping along the way to 
use (snort) methamphetamine.  Prior to ending up near the Los Angeles County/Ventura 
County Border,  said he began smelling gas fumes; which caused him to lose his 
memory.  could not explain where the fumes were coming from.   said 
he was in a parking lot when two vehicles started chasing him.  He described one of the 
vehicles as being black; the other one white.   said a police car intentionally 
struck his Acura Integra and shortly thereafter he was shot by the police.  When asked 
why he tried to flee from uniformed police officers said he did not know they 
were police.   then made an ambiguous statement that he felt as though he 
would be arrested for a probation violation if he were caught; which was an indication to 
investigators as to the reason why he fled.



A subsequent search of  vehicle was conducted, pursuant to a search warrant 
granted by the Honorable Judge   ’ vehicle was absent any liquids, 
chemicals or other substances which may have been the cause of this gas smell 
purported to have experienced.

Investigators obtained surveillance footage from the Pacific Western Bank’s drive 
through ATM machine.  The bank is located in the northwest corner of the County Line 
Plaza.  The surveillance footage shows Deputy Hutton’s overhead emergency lights were 
activated prior to the shooting; as Senior Deputy Hutton was traveling southbound on 
Lakeview Canyon Rd. approaching Agoura Rd.; which is just prior to when the suspect’s 
vehicle collided with the front end of Deputy Doepking’s patrol unit. 

Furthermore, a witness to the incident was identified and interviewed by investigators.  
This witness told investigators that he saw that the overhead emergency lights on Senior 
Deputy Hutton’s patrol unit were activated while Senior Deputy Hutton was pursuing the 
suspect vehicle through the alley; long before the intentional collisions and the shooting 
had occurred.  An additional witness was located and told investigators that he saw that 
the overhead emergency lights on Senior Deputy Hutton’s patrol unit were activated as 
Senior Deputy Hutton was exiting the County Line Plaza onto southbound Lakeview 
Canyon Rd.; which was also prior to the intentional collisions and the shooting.

Conclusion:

Based on the circumstances surrounding the incident and information obtained through 
the subsequent investigation, it is quite clear that fled from uniformed police 
officers; one of which was operating a marked black and white Ventura County Sheriff’s 
patrol unit with its overhead emergency red and blue lights activated during the pursuit of 

 vehicle.  Based on own admissions, he was under the influence of 
methamphetamine (which was confirmed by the toxicology report from the Los Robles 
Hospital; records which were obtained pursuant to a search warrant) and was fearful he 
would be arrested for a probation violation.  In the process of evading police,  
drove recklessly through a crowded public parking lot, intentionally rammed the front 
end of a marked black and white patrol unit; and attempted to run over Senior Deputy 
Hutton with his 1993 Acura Integra.   vehicle was the weapon used to commit 
these crimes against uniformed police officers.   
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Senior Deputy Hutton Transcript 



Ventura County Sheriff’s Office Memorandum 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

1

DW:  Going hot.  And the recorder's on.1

JL:  Okay.  It's June 16th, 2013, myself Detective Jose 2

Lopez, Ventura County Sheriff's with Detective Dean Worthy of 3

Ventura County Sheriff's.  We're standing at the intersection of 4

Lakeview Canyon Road and Agoura Road.     5

We're here with Senior Deputy Billy Hutton with Ventura 6

County Sheriff's regarding an investigation we're conducting 7

reference a shooting and a pursuit.8

And I'm going to have the other people that are standing 9

here introduce themselves.      10

Title and name.11

RS:   VCSDA.12

BH:  , attorney for Billy Hutton.13

GK:  Sergeant Garo Kuredjian Internal Affairs.14

DC:  Sergeant Dean Cook, Internal Affairs.15

CH:   Deputy District Attorney.16

BK:   DA's office.17

AW:  , Special Counsel to the sheriff.18

JL:  Thank you.19

Billy, I'm just going to just go by Billy, it'll be a lot 20

easier, okay?  We're just going to spend a little time talking 21

about how you started your shift.  Obviously you're on dawn shift, 22

correct?23

WH:  I'm on the cover car --24

JL:  Okay.25

WH:  -- hours.26

JL:  All right.  So let's start with that.  You started 27

obviously Saturday, which would have been the 15th. So start us off 28
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with how your day started before you went to work, anything 1

unusual, anything that -- that you could have done that might have 2

affected you in any negative way or anything like, okay?  So go 3

ahead and --4

WH:  I started my day.  I woke up at about 1:30 this 5

afternoon.6

JL:  Okay.7

WH:  Got ready for my -- for work for my 2:30 shift --8

JL:  Okay.9

WH:  -- that started at 2:30.  I arrived at work at 2:30 10

in the afternoon, attended briefing.11

JL:  Uh-huh.12

WH:  Was done with briefing around 1510 hours, 3:10 p.m.13

And then I went ahead had went 10-8 into -- into service onto the 14

streets.15

JL:  Okay.  Anything unusual happen at home before you 16

came to work?17

WH:  No.18

JL:  Okay.  Before your -- before you went to briefing, 19

obviously you -- you got ready.  Can you walk me through your 20

routine and now you prepare yourself for -- for your shift?21

WH:  Yes.  I went ahead and I took a shower.22

JL:  Okay.23

WH:  Obviously brushed my teeth, combed my hair, got into 24

my full issue uniform.25

JL:  Okay.26

WH:  And responded to the briefing room.27

JL:  Okay.  Do you check your gun before you go to 28
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briefing or after briefing?1

WH:  I check my gun before briefing.2

JL:  Okay.  And go ahead and describe to me your gun.  I 3

think you have a -- a unique gun so let's talk about that a little 4

bit.5

WH:  Yes.  I have a P239.6

JL:  That's a Sig?7

WH:  That's a Sig Sauer.8

JL:  Okay.9

WH:  Yes, 40 cal.10

JL:  What's the -- 40 caliber?11

WH:  Yes.12

JL:  And what's unique about it?  It's just -- just a 13

type of gun?14

DW:  Compared to the other patrol officers' guns?15

WH:  It's just a more compact pistol.16

JL:  Okay.17

WH:  And has seven rounds in the magazine and one round 18

in the chamber.19

JL:  Okay.  And how many magaz- -- extra magazines do you 20

carry on you?21

WH:  Two.22

JL:  Okay.  And do you have a backup gun?23

WH:  I do not.24

JL:  Okay.  All right.25

DW:  I'm sorry.26

Those two extra magazines, how many rounds do they hold 27

when they're --28
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WH:  Seven.1

DW:  -- full?  Were they loaded?2

WH:  Yes, they were.3

DW:  So you had two magazines with seven rounds each?4

WH:  One in the weapon for another total of seven and one 5

in the chamber for a total of twenty-two rounds.6

JL:  Gotcha.  Okay.  So okay, so you went to briefing.7

Anything in briefing unusual?8

WH:  No.9

JL:  Okay.  So you begin your shift.  Which was 10

approximately what time?11

WH:  I hit the streets at --12

JL:  What time did you go 10-8?13

WH:  Probably about 1510 hours.14

JL:  Okay.  So just walk us through that real quick and 15

leading up to this particular call.16

WH:  I had a couple of traffic stops.  I wrote a citation 17

for somebody that was parked in the fire lane.  And I responded to 18

Von's over here in the area --19

JL:  Okay.20

WH:  -- of Togo's in --21

JL:  And you're pointed -- on Agoura you pointed -- let's 22

call that south.23

WH:  To the we- -- yes, so west of this location.24

JL:  Okay.  What time --25

WH:  On the --26

JL:  What time was it?27

WH:  I don't know the --28
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JL:  Approximately?1

WH:  The -- possibly around 8:00 o'clock.2

JL:  Okay.3

WH:  Right around 2000 hours.  And it was for a couple 4

subjects that turned out to be transients that were --5

JL:  Okay.6

WH:  -- possibly harassing customers.7

JL:  All right.  Continue.8

WH:  And then we received this call.9

JL:  Okay.10

WH:  Which --11

JL:  Describe the call to me.12

WH:  It was a hit and run.  It was a 20002 that had just 13

occurred.14

JL:  Okay.15

WH:  And dispatch stated that the -- that the occurrence 16

was in the area of Westlake Boulevard and Agoura Road.17

JL:  Okay.18

WH:  Deputy Doepking was the primary on the call.19

JL:  Uh-huh.20

WH:  9D21.  I was the secondary.21

JL:  Okay.22

WH:  I responded 9J51 and we arrived on scene at the same 23

time.24

JL:  Uh-huh.25

WH:  They said that a white Volkswagen was hit.  I guess 26

one of the victim's vehicle --27

JL:  Right.28
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WH:  -- was a white Volkswagen.  And we arrived at the 1

intersection here and looking back at the call slip, they said2

that -- there was something in regards to the Westlake theater.  So 3

at that point we thought maybe this 20002 actually occurred in this 4

shopping center right here.5

JL:  Okay.6

WH:  At that time the light was red over here at the 7

intersection.8

JL:  Uh-huh.9

WH:  I turned on all my lights, made a U-turn at the 10

intersection of -- of Agoura Road --11

JL:  Uh-huh.12

WH:  -- and Westlake and came back down this street 13

proceeding eastbound.14

JL:  Okay.15

WH:  Down this street.  While in en route to the call, on 16

the CAD, on our PCM's, there was a license plate number of the 17

suspect vehicle.18

JL:  Okay.19

WH:  And at that time I cut and pasted it from the call 20

slip to the wants and warrants screen under the vehicle.21

JL:  Uh-huh.22

WH:  And, to see what the suspect vehicle was and the 23

location, who the suspect allegedly was.24

JL:  Okay.25

WH:  Or the RO of the car.  I remember getting to 26

probably -- probably right around this point.27

JL:  Uh-huh.28
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WH:  When -- when I was proceeding eastbound --1

JL:  Uh-huh.2

WH:  -- and noticing something was wrong with the plate, 3

maybe it was -- it was an out of area car.  I -- I didn't really 4

spend that much attention to it because I had a green light here 5

and I was making a left turn.6

JL:  Okay.  When you say there's something wrong with the 7

plate, are you talking about the -- the number of the plate or are 8

you already seeing a vehicle?9

WH:  To clarify something wrong.10

JL:  Okay.11

WH:  I just believed maybe the RP on this call may have 12

got --13

JL:  Gotcha.14

WH:  -- the wrong license plate number.15

DW:  So you didn't have a match is what you're saying?16

WH:  I believe so just on primarily looking at it.17

JL:  There was some -- yeah.18

WH:  It just -- just --19

JL:  The sequence of numbers.20

WH:  The sequence of numbers and just to give you a 21

little bit of -- of focus on it.  I was actually going to pull into 22

this parking lot and further clarify.23

JL:  Okay.24

WH:  And look for the vehicle and read the -- read the 25

screen but it didn't get to that point.26

JL:  Okay.  And you were pointing to the parking lot 27

behind you, which is --28
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WH:  Parking lot of the county line.1

JL:  Right.2

WH:  Parking lot.3

JL:  The Lakeview Canyon Road?4

WH:  Yes.  Once I entered the parking lot because we are 5

in LA County --6

JL:  Correct.7

WH:  -- I just wanted to see if the call did occur within 8

our jurisdiction of Ventura County or if it was a LA County call.9

JL:  Go ahead.10

WH:  At that time I went ahead and made a left, I made a 11

left turn at the intersection of Lakeview Canyon   Road --12

JL:  Uh-huh.13

WH:  -- from Agoura.  I entered the parking lot of the 14

county line plaza on that -- it's the -- would be the northeast --15

JL:  North.16

WH:  -- entrance --17

JL:  Correct.18

WH:  -- here and upon entering the parking lot, directly 19

off to my left there was a gray Acura --20

JL:  Uh-huh.21

WH:  -- that was stopped with -- it was stopped right 22

there.  So it was just -- I -- I think I saw headlights on the car.23

I could tell that it was occupied --24

JL:  Okay.25

WH:  -- just by -- just by looking at it at that time.  I 26

was going to run the plate of the car.  I saw a subject, silhouette 27

of a set of eyes looking at me through the -- I just had my 28
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headlights on.  To clarify when I had my lights on at the 1

intersection, I had no lights on at this time.2

JL:  Right.3

WH:  So I was behind the car, the only lights on were my 4

headlights.  I was behind the vehicle and the vehicle just 5

immediately turned left in the parking lot and proceeded southbound 6

through the parking lot towards the bank drive-through window.7

JL:  Okay.8

WH:  At that time I followed the vehicle, vehicle was 9

probably doing twenty-five to thirty coming up there.10

JL:  Let me stop you there.11

WH:  Yes.12

JL:  Why did you follow the car?13

WH:  Because at that point I didn't know if that -- that 14

that person was part of the 20002, the hit and run.15

JL:  Uh-huh.16

WH:  I didn't know if that was a suspect or somebody 17

associated with it.  And the fact that they looked at me --18

JL:  Uh-huh.19

WH:  -- and they took off, there was something suspicious 20

about that car so I wanted to get that license plate and assess it.21

JL:  Okay.  So it was your suspicions of the way the car 22

left and just your -- sounds like your instinct is what you're 23

telling me.  It just didn't look right, the guy looked at you and 24

then drove off?25

WH:  Yes.26

JL:  Am I correct?27

WH:  Yes.28
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JL:  Okay.  Go ahead.1

WH:  Proceeded south through this parking lot --2

JL:  Uh-huh.3

WH:  -- right here.  He ended up getting to the end of 4

this drive-through window at this Pacific Western Bank.5

JL:  Yes.6

WH:  He ended up making a right turn at the end of here 7

so now he's proceeding west through this parking lot right here.8

JL:  Okay.9

WH:  This vehicle -- or this parking lot is fully full 10

with vehicles.  There's patrons walking around here.11

JL:  Uh-huh.12

WH:  There's people entering and exiting this liquor 13

store right here.14

DW:  Is it dark yet?15

WH:  It's dark.  It's dark.  So I just had these lights 16

that are here and then --17

JL:  Right.18

WH:  -- I had the lights that were obviously on inside 19

the businesses.  The vehicle proceeds to drive about thirty-five to 20

forty miles an hour right through here.  The car all of a sudden 21

makes a sharp right at the end of the Village Spirit, the liquor 22

store that's right here on the corner.23

JL:  Okay.24

WH:  So he went -- he started proceeding northbound.  At 25

that point I could see two su- -- I saw two subjects when I was in 26

this back alley; I saw one in a black apron, I saw another subject 27

that I believe that was wearing white or lighter type clothing that 28
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was standing there.  I can't tell you if they were to the left1

or to the right.  On the left, like closest to that brick wall 2

that's -- that -- that ends this parking lot.3

JL:  Right.4

WH:  Or if they were to the right closest to the -- to 5

the business in the alley.  This vehicle's traveling probably at 6

this point about thirty-five miles an hour too, after -- after they 7

break and he starts off again.8

JL:  Uh-huh.9

WH:  There was a -- a black type of truck I believe that 10

was halfway down through this corridor right here through the 11

alley.  I had to slow down to get around it and obviously I'm 12

watching out to make sure these --13

JL:  Yes.14

WH:  -- patrons aren't walk -- running across the road 15

because they looked like they were in distress based on the 16

incident.  The vehicle keeps it speed where he was at, right around 17

thirty-five miles an hour back there and the vehicle's fishtailing 18

in the back here.  I don't know if it was controlled by him, I 19

don't know if it was a mechanical thing in the car but the vehicle 20

is just going back and forth.21

JL:  Okay.  I'm going to stop you for a minute.  From 22

that point to where we are right now, have you put anything out on 23

the air?24

WH:  No.25

JL:  Okay.26

WH:  I had not yet.27

JL:  Okay.  Go ahead.28
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DW:  One more thing.  The earlier broadcast of the -- the 1

20002, did they put out a vehicle description?2

WH:  They put out a vehicle description.  I believe I did 3

not hear exactly what the vehicle description was.  I was still 4

looking -- I saw the plate, I was going to run it.5

DW:  Okay.6

WH:  And I think, I'm not sure, don't quote me on it, but 7

when I looked at the PCM under the wants and warrants screen, I 8

think it said Chevy.9

DW:  Okay.10

WH:  And it just didn't look like the right vehicle.  It 11

just looked like something out of the area based on initial 12

instinct.13

JL:  Okay.14

DW:  Okay.15

JL:  Let's pick up where you -- where you see the16

vehicle --17

WH:  Okay.  So I'll continue in the back.18

JL:  -- fishtail.19

WH:  The vehicle's fishtailing through the -- through the 20

back of the alley, makes a left, goes past this movie theater right 21

here.22

JL:  Yeah.23

WH:  As soon as we get to the movie theater and he rounds 24

the corner, I lose sight on him.  I had to slow down to -- based on 25

all the -- all the factors that I told you and the obstacles that I 26

had.27

DW:  Hey, Billy, are your emergency lights on now?28
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WH:  No.  I don't -- I don't believe they're on at this 1

time.  I don't know the exact point I turned it on.2

DW:  I'll back up even further.  When you first pull in 3

the parking lot and you're going to run on your -- you know, that 4

license plate to clarify it on the PCM and you see this vehicle 5

that you end up the chasing, is that vehicle -- are you -- are you 6

facing the back end of that vehicle when you pull in?7

WH:  Yes, yes.8

DW:  Okay.  But you don't have anything on but your 9

headlights?10

WH:  I had my headlights on at this time.11

DW:  Okay.  No forward facing red or rotators or strobes 12

or anything?13

WH:  No, I believe -- I believe I may have turned them on 14

when I was in the back alley or coming right through here.15

DW:  Right.16

WH:  I don't know exactly where I turned them on.17

DW:  Do you --18

WH:  I could -- I could have turned them on right away, I 19

don't -- I don't remember.20

DW:  Okay.  Did you happen to have your dome light on in 21

the car at all or --22

WH:  No.23

DW:  Okay.  And that's your vehicle over there, the 24

black-and-white?25

WH:  Yes.26

DW:  It's fully marked?27

WH:  3388.28
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DW:  And you're wearing the exact same uniform you were 1

wearing earlier when you were driving the car?2

WH:  Yes, yes.3

DW:  Okay.4

WH:  Continuing where I left off, I went ahead and made a 5

right turn in the -- in the rear portion of the parking lot by the 6

Westlake theater -- by this theater right here.  At that point I'd 7

already lost sight of the car.  As he made a right through there 8

and he's peeling around the corner, I'd lost sight of him.9

JL:  Okay.10

WH:  I come around the corner here and now I'm proceeding 11

southbound towards the same entrance/exit of the county line mall 12

that we talked about before.13

JL:  Right.14

WH:  And at that time I see a patrol unit, which I 15

assumed was Deputy Doepking, the other unit that was this call.  I 16

see him exit the parking lot right here, continue -- he exits the 17

parking lot through the entrance/exit we spoke about and he 18

continues southbound on Lakeview Canyon Road.19

JL:  Okay.  And we're talking about the -- the car that 20

you were following?21

WH:  No.22

JL:  No?23

WH:  Deputy Doepking.24

JL:  Deputy -- okay.  Okay, got you.25

WH:  Okay?  I've lost sight of that vehicle.26

JL:  Right.27

WH:  I -- I haven't seen the suspect vehicle.28
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DW:  What you see is the police car?1

WH:  All I see is the police car.  The police car 2

proceeds southbound --3

JL:  Uh-huh.4

WH:  -- over here on Lakeview Canyon.  I follow him 5

believing he had a upper advantage, I don't know where he was 6

during this whole thing, if he followed me back or whatnot.  I -- I 7

ended up following him.  Now, keep in mind, I'm probably -- as he's 8

exiting the parking lot -- the parking lot here, as he's exiting 9

and coming out onto the street here, I probably exit the parking 10

lot when he is getting close to making a right turn here 'cause11

he -- he -- I saw the vehicle make a right turn on the westbound --12

JL:  Right.13

WH:  -- Agoura Road.  When I say vehicle, I mean the 14

patrol unit.  I see him turn.  I follow him and at that point -- at 15

that point as I'm coming up to the intersection here, I hear (NOISE 16

MADE) I hear the loud screeching of a motor.  Okay?  I come up 17

here, I look, I see the suspect vehicle again.  The vehicle is now 18

going eastbound in the westbound traffic lanes.19

JL:  Of Agoura?20

WH:  Of -- of Agoura Road, all right?  And I see Doepking 21

proceeding still going westbound.  He's -- he's going properly with 22

the flow of traffic.  At that time I see the suspect vehicle veer 23

towards what I believe is the driver's side of -- of Deputy 24

Doepking's vehicle and then he's come -- I stay, I don't make a 25

turn because I know he's coming back this way.  Okay?26

JL:  Let me stop you there real quick.  This roadway is 27

two lanes?28
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DW:  Yeah, let's step over here to get a look.1

JL:  Sorry.2

DW:  What lane do you see Deputy Doepking's patrol car 3

in?4

JL:  If you can remember.  If you don't --5

WH:  I thought I saw him more on the lines of the middle, 6

I don't think he was actually --7

JL:  Okay.8

DW:  Okay.9

WH:  I can't remember.10

JL:  Okay.  But you did definitely saw the other -- the 11

suspect car approach him on the driver's side as he was going past 12

him?13

WH:  I -- I just assumed it was the driver's side based 14

on what I saw.  It was -- it was really quick watching him and I 15

was more worried now after seeing that, the -- the subject's next 16

move.17

DW:  Just -- just clarify, Billy.  You see that same car 18

that you had chased earlier through the alley --19

WH:  Yes.20

DW:  -- traveling eastbound in the westbound lanes --21

WH:  Correct.22

DW:  -- as Deputy Doepking is traveling westbound in the 23

middle-ish of the roadway?24

WH:  Yes.25

DW:  Okay.  Are we in relation to where when -- where 26

this occurred where you -- you mentioned earlier that the suspect 27

vehicle looked, as it was driving toward the driver's side of --28
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WH:  Yes.1

DW:  -- Deputy Doepking's car?  Would it be down that way 2

or -- if you were to estimate, if not, that's okay.3

WH:  Yeah.  It would be right around this general 4

vicinity.5

DW:  Okay.6

WH:  What I see.  I mean, it's hard for me.7

DW:  Okay.8

WH:  I mean, I'm standing here now and I was there 9

before.10

DW:  Right.11

WH:  And I had a windshield I'm looking out --12

DW:  Right.13

WH:  -- the right side, right side.14

DW:  Right, right.  Are you still at that intersection or 15

have you --16

WH:  I'm still --17

DW:  -- made the turn?18

WH:  I'm still at the intersection.19

DW:  Okay.20

WH:  I wasn't make the turn because now I see the vehicle 21

coming back towards me.22

DW:  Okay, all right.23

WH:  At that time, the suspect vehicle proceeds at, I'd 24

say thirty-five to forty, maybe a little faster, miles an hour 25

right towards my patrol unit.26

DW:  Okay.27

WH:  Okay.28
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DW:  Real quick.  Was there a collision between Deputy 1

Doepking and --2

WH:  Yes.3

DW:  -- right here?4

WH:  Yeah, and I witnessed it.5

DW:  Can you describe that for me?6

WH:  Yeah, I witnessed it.  The -- the --7

DW:  Let's -- let's slow down and just go through that 8

(INAUDIBLE).9

WH:  The -- the su- -- I witnessed the suspect vehicle, 10

like I said proceeding eastbound in the westbound lanes.  I saw him 11

intentionally veer towards the driver's side area of --12

DW:  Right.13

WH:  -- Deputy Doepking's patrol unit.14

DW:  Right.  You saw a collision?15

WH:  I saw a collision.  I heard glass break.16

DW:  What was the effect of that collision?  Did dep- -- 17

Deputy Doepking's vehicle veer off or do you see anything?18

WH:  I -- I didn't see.  I -- I don't know if he was 19

hurt, I don't know what happened as a result of that.20

DW:  Right.21

WH:  Again, the revving the motor, that sub- -- that 22

subject not stopping --23

DW:  Right.24

WH:  -- and seeing me, I was trying to reassess what's 25

going to happen next with him.26

DW:  Right.  What's -- what's going through your mind 27

when you see that take place?  When you see, you hear the revving, 28
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you see that veering of the vehicle.1

WH:  Yes.2

DW:  You see your partner getting hit, his patrol car.3

On the driver's side?  Is this the -- is the driver's door of his 4

car getting hit or what side of the vehicle's getting hit?5

WH:  I believe it was the driver's side of the vehicle.6

DW:  Driver's side?7

WH:  Yes.8

DW:  Walk us through what, what's your mindset right now?9

What's -- what's happening?10

WH:  My mindset at that point is I was next.11

DW:  Okay.12

WH:  Because he sees another patrol unit.13

DW:  Uh-huh.14

WH:  There's no way he didn't notice me, I had my lights 15

on.16

DW:  Okay.17

WH:  Okay?18

DW:  So you have your emergency lights on?19

WH:  I got my lights, my emergency lights were on and 20

hopefully somebody has cameras here.  I'm -- I possibly -- I mean, 21

hopefully training and experience, I threw them on right away.22

DW:  Okay.23

WH:  At a time during this, my lights were turned on.24

DW:  Right.  Okay.25

WH:  I'm sitting at the intersection thinking he's coming 26

after me next.  He's heading in my exact direction.27

DW:  Uh-huh.28
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WH:  Okay?  At one point I went ahead --1

DW:  Let's start walking this way.2

JL:  Yeah.  If it would be easier to walk.3

DW:  Yeah.4

JL:  And just for my notes, you rea- -- you're pointed at 5

the -- the collision between Doepking's vehicle and the subject 6

vehicle occurred probably at the exit to the shopping center where 7

the County Line sign is?8

WH:  Yes, approximately.9

JL:  Okay.  That's approximate.  Now we're walking 10

towards the intersection of Lakeview Canyon and Agoura Road.  We're 11

walking westbound.12

DW:  East.13

JL:  Eastbound, I'm sorry.14

DW:  Probably -- oh, sorry.  I'm sorry.15

JL:  That's okay.16

DW:  I'm sorry.17

Probably handle a lot of this discussion from right here 18

in the middle of the intersection.19

WH:  Perfect.20

DW:  Right?21

WH:  Okay.22

JL:  Okay, go ahead.23

WH:  Continuing where I left off, my patrol unit, I was 24

facing southbound --25

JL:  Okay.26

WH:  -- at the intersection of Lakeview Canyon Road at 27

Agoura Road witnessing this collision that just occurred with my 28
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partner off to my right in the west.1

DW:  So are you just past the limit line, so you got a 2

clear view here?3

WH:  Yeah, absolutely.  I'm past the limit line.4

DW:  Okay.5

WH:  I'm making these observations from my windshield and 6

my right -- I believe my -- my right side front passenger --7

DW:  Uh-huh.8

WH:  -- window.  I see this guy coming right towards me.9

Okay?  At that point, I don't know exactly at what point, but I -- 10

I reverse my car because he's coming straight at me.  I didn't know 11

if it was a tactic, if he -- I -- I felt he was going to ram into 12

my patrol unit or maybe he was using it as a tactic to continue on 13

this way.14

DW:  Uh-huh.15

WH:  Maybe to stall me.  At that time -- at that time for 16

my safety and so I didn't get hit by a moving vehicle traveling 17

forty-plus mile -- thirty-five to forty-five-plus miles an hour, I 18

went ahead and reversed my vehicle.  At that time the vehicle 19

continued across the intersection of Lakeview Canyon and Agoura 20

Road and ended up on the -- on the northeast side of the 21

intersection against the curb.22

DW:  Okay.23

WH:  I don't know if it was an a- -- a crash, I don't 24

know if he -- if he braked, he just -- he just went ahead and went 25

that way.  I didn't see the whole thing because I was now coming 26

out this way to get behind the unit.27

DW:  Let's walk this way a little bit.  You see these -- 28
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these skid marks right here?1

WH:  Yes.2

DW:  That lead up to that pole?3

WH:  Yes.4

DW:  Kind of that direction?  Do you know what these skid 5

marks are from?6

WH:  Yeah, that's from -- that's from the suspect 7

vehicle.8

DW:  That is?9

WH:  That is.10

DW:  Okay.11

WH:  At that point I went ahead and I wrapped around in a 12

tactful position.  I tried to -- I tried to keep my vehicle, I 13

believed I was approximately thirty feet.14

DW:  Let's -- let's just back up a little bit.  So he 15

comes through here, you're at the intersection.16

WH:  Yes.17

DW:  He forward passed to get a view of that direction.18

You can see in the relation to these skid marks where -- I'm going 19

to assume this is the suspect vehicle coming through here.20

WH:  Yes.21

DW:  Where was your patrol unit as far as how far forward 22

into the intersection were you when you were --23

WH:  I think --24

DW:  (INAUDIBLE).25

WH:  -- I backed up at that point.26

DW:  Okay.  So you're backing up as --27

WH:  Yeah.28
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DW:  -- he's coming into the intersection?1

WH:  'Cause he would have hit me.2

DW:  Okay.  Okay.  So he's coming through here.  Does he 3

come to a stop right there?4

WH:  I think so.  I can't -- I can't tell you for sure 5

how it happened.  He -- the vehicle eventually did come to a stop 6

right at that location that we're referring to on the northeast 7

side --8

DW:  Okay.9

WH:  -- of the intersection.  But my vehicle, I was 10

wrapping around.  I was keeping an eye on him.11

DW:  Right.12

WH:  I was keeping an eye on him.  I believe my windows 13

were up and I was -- I was turning to get into a tactful position 14

to enforce a traffic enforcement stop.15

DW:  You're trying to come in behind him?16

WH:  I was trying to get in -- I'm sorry.17

DW:  Rather than have him behind you?18

WH:  Yes.19

DW:  Okay.20

WH:  I wanted to be behind his vehicle in case he ended 21

up proceeding down further into LA County --22

DW:  Right.23

WH:  -- on Agoura Road or if he proceeded northbound on 24

Lakeview Canyon.25

DW:  Could you see inside the vehicle at all?  Could you 26

see how many occupants or could you describe the driver?27

WH:  I can I think as we continue on.28
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DW:  Okay, okay.  But at this point as he's driving 1

through the intersection or she or whomever, you -- you don't know 2

who's in the car?3

WH:  I just see one body.4

DW:  Okay.5

WH:  I just see one body coming at me.  I was trying to 6

focus more on my tactics of what I'm going to do for my safety at 7

that point.8

DW:  Okay.9

WH:  But it appeared to me that it was just one solo 10

driver.11

DW:  Okay.12

WH:  At this point to continue, I was -- I was now turned 13

in more of a tactful position with my patrol car facing east to -- 14

to go ahead and have this traffic stop continue.  At this point I 15

saw the vehicle stop there, I immediately, I didn't know what the 16

suspect was going to do.  I did not want to be in the line of fire 17

how I was.  I immediately exit my patrol unit.18

DW:  Uh-huh.19

WH:  I didn't know if he was going to run or what was 20

going to happen.21

JL:  Let's start walking that way.22

DW:  Okay.23

JL:  We're going to walk to the driver's side of your car 24

and we'll continue from there.25

DW:  Is this the position your car was it when you exited 26

it?27

WH:  Yes, sir.28
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DW:  So it's still in the same position?1

JL:  Okay.  So now we're standing on the driver's side of 2

your car, police car.  Continue.3

WH:  By the time I exited my patrol unit, I started to 4

approach the vehicle.  I was unsure at this time if there was any 5

radio traffic that has been put out on this vehicle yet at this 6

point.7

DW:  Uh-huh.8

WH:  I did not know where Doepking was, Deputy Doepking 9

at that -- at that point.  I didn't know if he was hurt or what.  I 10

didn't see him come up, I didn't hear him or anything.11

DW:  Uh-huh.12

WH:  So I figured it was just myself alone with this 13

individual in the dark --14

DW:  Uh-huh.15

WH:  -- in the middle of this intersection.16

DW:  What's going through your mind right now?17

WH:  At this point he -- he hit my partner, he hit the -- 18

he hit my patrol -- the partner -- my partner's patrol unit, trying 19

to get away and trying to injure my partner, which -- which I 20

believed and then he was coming at my patrol unit I believed to try 21

to hurt or injure me so he can get away.22

DW:  Uh-huh.23

WH:  That point to get -- I ended up exiting my patrol 24

unit, I stepped to the left side of the door of my patrol unit and 25

I was going to put out a license plate I believe when it was safe.26

I was just going to assess the situation with that car stopped 27

here.28
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DW:  Uh-huh.1

WH:  At that point, happened very, very fast.  I see out 2

of the driver's side side mirror, I see somebody look at me, I 3

could tell it was either a dark-complected male or it was dark 4

interior of the car.  I just saw dark but I saw eyes looking at me 5

from this -- from this vantage point.  And I would like to walk 6

forward if I can.7

JL:  Yes.  Okay.  Now we're standing just past the 8

driver's door, which is open.9

WH:  As I was in this general area, I started appr- -- I 10

started to walk forward to get a license plate number, I saw as I 11

just told you, the suspect looking at me out of the side mirror.12

At that point immediately the car screeches and the vehicle starts 13

coming straight at me in reverse.14

DW:  Uh-huh.15

WH:  I'm within this general vicinity, I was one hundred 16

percent in fear of my life at this point.  I thought the suspect 17

was trying to kill me.  At that point I drew my firearm, upped the 18

position of the unit.  I think --19

DW:  Had you had your gun out before?20

WH:  I believe my gun was already out.  It was either -- 21

my hand was on it and my level two retainer was open.  It was 22

either or down at my side, I don't know the exact location but I 23

had my hand on my gun.  And at that point I didn't take any 24

chances, that vehicle starts coming back at me in reverse peeling 25

out.  At that point I tried to step this way because he already 26

knew where I was looking at me out of the side-view mirror.27

DW:  Right.28
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JL:  Stepping back?1

WH:  Yeah.  I was stepping back because he had all the 2

opportunity in the world to go ahead and surrender to me at this 3

point.4

DW:  Right.5

WH:  And right when he put that car in reverse I knew 6

that wasn't his mindset at that time.7

DW:  Yeah.8

WH:  My mindset was this guy was going to kill me.  He 9

started to back up right here.  At that point I went ahead and 10

stepped to my left as I described and I went ahead and started 11

firing rounds into the vehicle.12

DW:  Okay.13

WH:  And I believe my rounds went directly only through 14

the drive -- when I say I believe, I was getting into something 15

else there.  My rounds went directly inside the driver window of 16

the vehicle.17

DW:  Okay.18

WH:  I believe the window was down, I didn't hear a glass 19

break, but I didn't hear my rounds go off either.  At that point I 20

started firing at the vehicle and I believe I fired four rounds at 21

that time as the vehicle was coming back towards me but I ended up 22

looking later that I fired seven rounds.  As the vehicle came back 23

towards me and as I started firing the rounds at the vehicle, the 24

vehicle stopped and it went to make a U-turn right here within --25

DW:  Okay.  I hate to slow you down 'cause you're doing a 26

phenomenal job, you really are.  I want to commend you, you're 27

doing outstanding.28
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WH:  All right.1

DW:  But let's slow things down just a little bit and 2

we'll get to what happened over there where the car ultimately came 3

to rest.  But let's talk about as that car's coming back to you.4

Okay?  Car's backing up toward you, you already explained that you 5

thought the driver of that car was trying to kill you.6

WH:  Absolutely.7

DW:  And you were in fear of your -- for your life.  You 8

made -- you made a comment earlier that you -- you tried to evade 9

the vehicle by going to your left?10

WH:  Yes.11

DW:  And this direction wasn't much of an option, right, 12

'cause your --13

WH:  I could not go towards my patrol unit because I 14

would have been boxed in.  I had a small arena --15

DW:  Right.16

WH:  -- for my safety.17

DW:  Uh-huh.18

WH:  And -- and yes, and he still had control of the 19

steering wheel --20

DW:  Right.21

WH:  -- so he could have seared in any direction.  I ran 22

out this way.23

DW:  Okay.  That -- that's actually, you're painting a 24

really good picture for me.  So you're moving this way as he's 25

advancing at you --26

WH:  Yes.27

DW:  -- in a vehicle --28
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WH:  Yes.1

DW:  -- moving quicker than you can move?2

WH:  Absolutely.3

DW:  Okay.  So you try going this direction, you're4

not -- are you -- you're not going to be able to get out of his 5

way?  Is that what you're saying?6

WH:  Yes.  I wouldn't have been able to get out of his 7

way, number one.  And I knew subconsciously I had a door to worry 8

about here.  The last thing I was wanting to happen is to trip 9

backwards and fall over the door of my own feet because he would 10

have ran me over and he would have been on his way.11

DW:  Right.12

WH:  His -- his goal at that time, he did not want to 13

surrender, he wanted to hurt, kill, or injure me.14

DW:  Okay.15

JL:  Did you have time to -- to yell anything at him, did 16

you have --17

WH:  I -- I didn't have any time to get out on the radio 18

and even grab my radio.  I didn't have time to go ahead and yell 19

any commands to have this guy follow at all.20

JL:  Okay.21

DW:  So your state of mind, and I'm not going to put 22

words in your mouth, but what's going on in your -- I mean, you 23

already explained that, you think he's trying to run you over with 24

his car.  As you decide to pull the trigger --25

WH:  Yes.26

DW:  -- and fire your weapon, what's your state of mind 27

at this point?28
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WH:  My state of mind is that --1

DW:  While you're doing that?2

WH:  My state of mind is I have to stop this threat --3

DW:  Okay.4

WH:  -- before I get hurt.5

DW:  Okay.6

WH:  I know I'm in this.  I know I'm in this situation by 7

myself at this time.  I had no other officers in this general area 8

with me when I'm facing this, this individual.9

DW:  Uh-huh.10

WH:  And it was just me at this time and I feared he was 11

going to kill me.12

DW:  Okay.  What were you aiming for?13

WH:  I was aiming for -- when I looked down my sight14

picture, when I looked down my sight picture, it was -- it was a 15

blur, it was right in the chest area right to the door.  I was 16

aiming just for the driver, just in case for some reason somebody 17

was ducked down, I didn't want somebody to be a victim in the --18

in the front passenger seat as a result of this driver's behavior 19

and -- and what he's doing.  So I aimed just for the chest area.  I 20

tried -- I tried to keep it within the driver's side of the car.21

DW:  Where a chest would be located in a vehicle, based 22

on -- that's what you're telling me?23

WH:  Based on him kind of coming back towards me and 24

turning, I was trying to aim up -- upper mass --25

DW:  Okay.26

WH:  -- of the subject.27

DW:  Okay.28
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WH:  Upper chest area.1

DW:  And how many rounds did you say you fired?2

WH:  I ended up firing seven rounds I believe.3

DW:  Okay.  Do you recall the succession in which you 4

fired these rounds?  You know how we go to the range and you do, 5

you know, two to the body, we do rapid fires, we do, you know, do 6

you recall the succession at all?7

WH:  I remember the vehicle coming back, I remember just 8

I kept firing rounds and my ultimate goal was to have that vehicle 9

stop.  I don't know the actual succession of the rounds or 10

everything.  I know I was trying to still get out of the way and I 11

was still retreating and worried about this door and worried about 12

falling backwards.  But I stopped shooting when that vehicle went 13

ahead and was proceeding away from me.  When I felt I was no longer 14

a threat and it was going forward, I stopped.15

DW:  How close did that vehicle get to you when this 16

occurred, when the shooting stopped and it, the vehicle started 17

moving forward?18

WH:  When it came back to me at first?19

DW:  Yeah.  How --20

JL:  How far backwards?21

DW:  How close did it get to you when it was coming 22

backwards?23

WH:  I -- I tried to get out of the way and retreat back.24

Probably got within -- gosh, I'd say maybe five feet.25

DW:  Okay.26

WH:  Less.27

DW:  Okay.28
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JL:  Approximate.1

WH:  Approximately.2

JL:  Okay.3

WH:  I don't know for sure but I would say -- I would say 4

right around that.5

DW:  And you -- you brought up a point, when you're 6

concentrating on your -- your sight and where you're shooting --7

WH:  Yes.8

DW:  -- were you mindful of your backdrop at all while 9

this was occurring?  Were you -- was any of that going through your 10

mind?11

WH:  I was mindful of my backdrop.  I didn't see anybody 12

in this initial area.  I know there was traffic in the 13

intersection.  But I was still trying to sidestep to my left as 14

this car was still coming back towards me so he didn't know exactly 15

my movements --16

DW:  Right.17

WH:  -- where I was going.  And I was -- I was more in 18

the lines of -- of going, stopping the threat and going after the 19

suspect in the situation.  I did immediately, when additional units 20

came on scene, I remember seeing people in this area and when I was 21

relieved later on, I immediately had LA County -- or I believe it 22

was LA County deputies go and check and make sure no rounds went 23

downrange this way and everything.24

DW:  Okay.  And we'll get to that but we're still at the 25

shooting.  Did your gun ever -- you know, when your round -- when 26

you run out of bullets, you know, the slide locks to the rear?27

WH:  Correct.28
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DW:  Did that occur?1

WH:  No, it did not.2

DW:  It did not occur?3

WH:  No.4

DW:  So did you do any type of tactical reload or 5

anything like that?6

WH:  I did later on.7

DW:  You did later on?8

WH:  I did.  But can -- can I address one more thing in 9

here?10

DW:  Yeah, absolutely.11

WH:  As the vehicle stopped and I realized as it started 12

go forward I didn't see any weapons in the guy's hand at that time 13

after it already proceeded forward --14

DW:  Right.15

WH:  -- I was still covering the subject right here.  I 16

stopped firing.17

DW:  Right.18

WH:  I knew at this time when the car's going this way if 19

he has no other weapons in me, he really can't turn into me.  I can 20

go this way now.21

DW:  Right.22

WH:  Now I have more -- more -- more freedom of getting 23

out of the way of this incident.24

DW:  You're assessing the -- the scene?25

WH:  I'm assessing the scene.26

DW:  Right.27

WH:  And as the vehicle passed me, I kept front sight on 28
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him watching the suspect at all times.1

DW:  Okay.2

JL:  You were pointing north so it's -- car's now going 3

north?4

WH:  Yeah, it's actually going --5

JL:  North, north.6

WH:  It was going north to west.7

JL:  Right, correct.8

WH:  Yes.9

JL:  Okay.10

DW:  When you -- when you told me earlier, you told us 11

earlier you fired seven rounds?12

WH:  Yes.13

DW:  How do you know you fired seven rounds?14

WH:  Because at the end of the incident I remember15

taking -- I remember taking my clip out and seeing one clip was 16

empty and I knew my gun didn't lock back.  So I -- I knew that I 17

was still on my first magazine.  I -- when I -- after the vehicle 18

passed and I did approach to keep -- to keep a front sight on the 19

suspect in the vehicle --20

DW:  Uh-huh.21

WH:  -- I did put out the license plate number at that 22

time, I did put out that I was just involved in the shooting, 23

requesting addition units.  I was unsure if the other deputy did 24

put that out at the time.25

DW:  Right.26

WH:  So I went ahead and said it to be safe than sorry.27

And then at that point when I saw guns and there was more people on 28
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scene, I did do a tactful reload right there.1

DW:  Okay.2

WH:  I did a tact reload standing at the vehicle.3

DW:  And when you did a tactical reload at any point 4

after or during the incident, did you realize that -- how many 5

rounds were in that magazine that was seated in your gun during the 6

shooting?  Were they all gone, were there a couple left?7

WH:  Yeah.  I noticed in the -- in the magazine, I 8

noticed --9

DW:  That was in your gun?10

WH:  That was in my gun that I went ahead and put back in 11

the top portion of my --12

DW:  Uh-huh.13

WH:  My horizontal --14

DW:  Pouch?15

WH:  -- pouch, that there was no more ammunition in 16

there.17

DW:  Okay.18

WH:  I know that my gun carries seven rounds in the 19

magazine, there was no more rounds.  So --20

DW:  Plus one in the chamber for a total of eight rounds?21

WH:  Yes.22

DW:  Okay.  All right.23

JL:  Let's pick up, where now the car's moving northwest.24

WH:  Correct.25

JL:  Kind of direction you stated earlier.26

WH:  Yeah.27

JL:  Pick up from there what happened.28
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WH:  I remember following the vehicle this way and again 1

it went ahead and just screeched and went this way.  I didn't know 2

if it was going to try to get back around Lakeview Canyon.3

JL:  Did you yell any commands at that time, do you 4

remember, possibly?5

WH:  No.  Because right as the vehicle passed and I'm 6

looking, I'm looking and I just see a TC occur on my left-hand 7

side.8

JL:  Okay.9

WH:  It was just, everything was so fast.10

JL:  Okay.  And when you say you're following, you're -- 11

you're indicating with your gun, you're pointing your gun at the -- 12

at the car still and that's what you mean by following?  You're 13

following with -- with your gun pointed at him?14

WH:  Yes.15

JL:  Okay.16

WH:  And commands, it was an extremely stressful 17

situation.  When I was still had front sight on the guy and I was 18

watching him, I didn't -- if I would have said something along the 19

lines of, hey, stop, police, I mean, he had every single 20

opportunity --21

JL:  Okay.22

WH:  -- in the world and he was still advancing towards 23

us.  So I didn't know where my other partner was and it just right 24

away as -- as I stopped looking from nor- -- my north and I looked 25

here, out of my peripheral vision, I just saw a TC occur here in 26

this corner.27

JL:  Okay.  And instead of saying TC to me, tell me --28
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WH:  Sure.1

JL:  -- exactly what happened.2

WH:  Out of my peripheral vision, I recall seeing a 3

patrol unit coming from -- from my left so behind my patrol unit.4

JL:  Okay.5

WH:  Towards northbound Lakeview Canyon.6

JL:  Okay.  So you -- you're pointing west right now so 7

you came --8

WH:  I'm pointing west.9

JL:  The car came eastbound, we're talking about patrol 10

car --11

WH:  Patrol unit.12

JL:  -- eastbound.13

WH:  Eastbound.14

JL:  Did it go around the front of your car or did it15

go --16

WH:  No.17

JL:  -- behind?18

WH:  No.  It went behind my car.19

JL:  Okay, so it came -- okay, so it came through here 20

behind your car?21

WH:  Yes.22

JL:  And then what happened?23

WH:  At that point -- at that point I see the TC out24

of -- sorry, the traffic collision occur.  What I saw, is I saw the 25

suspect trying to negotiate a turn to go ahead and get away back 26

down southbound Lakeview Canyon --27

JL:  Right.28
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WH:  -- towards Agoura Road.1

JL:  Trying to a make U-turn?2

WH:  He was trying to make a U-turn in the intersection.3

JL:  To go -- to go -- wanting to go south?4

WH:  Yes.5

JL:  On Lakeview?6

WH:  Yes.7

JL:  Okay.8

WH:  Yes.  And then I just saw -- I saw out of the -- my 9

peripheral vision the patrol unit go and I saw the -- a collision 10

occur where the front portion of the patrol unit hit the rear 11

portion of the suspect vehicle along the curb.12

JL:  Okay.  Right now, the patrol vehicle is not touching 13

that car.  When the collision occurred, is this the position the 14

cars were in or do you recall --15

WH:  No.16

JL:  -- what position they were in?17

WH:  No.  The -- the patrol unit had its lights on.18

JL:  You're talking about the red light?19

WH:  It had its emergency lights, the red light.20

JL:  The emergency lights on.21

WH:  It had the red emergency lights on and the vehicle 22

was pushed up, the front end of the patrol unit was pushed up along 23

the driver's side door --24

JL:  Okay.25

WH:  -- of the -- of the suspect vehicle along the 26

driver's side.27

JL:  What happened after that?28
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WH:  After that, I went ahead and got to the rear portion 1

of the patrol car, I -- I actually got on the radio, I requested 2

fire and --3

JL:  Right.4

WH:  Fire and emergency personnel and I waited for 5

additional units to arrive.  I believe either -- I think it was 6

Sergeant Devers, Sergeant Devers arrived and he was along the front 7

passenger side of the vehicle.  At that point I don't know if he 8

told Deputy Doepking to move his vehicle back so medical personnel 9

could attain (sic) to him, maybe they couldn't get in the passenger 10

side or something happened, but for some reason I saw Deputy 11

Doepking move --12

JL:  Uh-huh.13

WH:  -- move his patrol unit back.14

JL:  Okay.  Did --15

WH:  So I don't know if this was an exact position but he 16

removed the -- he moved the patrol car in reverse to separate the 17

patrol unit and the --18

JL:  Okay.19

WH:  And the driver's side door.20

JL:  The driver of the -- of the suspect's car that got 21

hit, what was he doing?22

WH:  He was still moving around in the vehicle.  I saw 23

his hands and I heard Deputy Doepking giving him commands.24

JL:  Okay.  What kind of commands?25

WH:  I think he said let me see your hands or put your 26

hands on the wheel or something like that.  He's saying, yelling 27

something to him.  I believe it was something --28
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JL:  Okay.1

WH:  -- along the lines of let me see your hands or keep 2

your hands where I can see them.3

JL:  Did he comply?4

WH:  I couldn't tell.  I was towards the back end of the 5

patrol unit.6

JL:  Okay.7

WH:  I never saw the suspect.8

JL:  Okay.  But judging by the commands that were being 9

given, do you -- was he complying, did they keep yelling at him 10

continuously or did it all of a sudden just stop?11

WH:  I just heard him stop yelling.12

JL:  Okay.13

WH:  When he got into the patrol car to move it, I don't 14

know.15

JL:  Right.16

WH:  I don't know what happened there.  But I would like 17

to -- I mean, obviously his lights were on in the patrol unit.18

JL:  Uh-huh.19

WH:  This looks like the -- the location of my patrol 20

unit on, it was in -- it didn't move but my emergency lights were 21

on on my car.22

JL:  Okay.  All right.  So now the -- the car's back, the 23

suspect's still in the car, correct?24

WH:  Suspect's still in the vehicle.25

JL:  Okay.  Then what happens?26

WH:  The suspect -- more units start arriving on scene 27

and to him, Sergeant DeWames ended up calling me off.  He called me 28
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off the incident and had me come back here.1

JL:  Okay.  So you don't know what happened afterwards2

as -- I mean, you were -- it sounds like --3

WH:  It -- I was -- before anything, before medical 4

personnel arrived on scene, I was immediately sequestered.5

JL:  Okay.6

WH:  I was -- I was pulled off scene.7

JL:  Okay.  But medical personnel did arrive?8

WH:  Yes.9

JL:  And did you see them go to that car and tend to 10

somebody in that car?11

WH:  Yeah.  I -- I saw the -- I saw the ambulance over 12

here, I saw fire trucks.13

JL:  Okay.14

WH:  There was still traffic for a little while going on 15

within this intersection.  But I did see medical personnel tending 16

to --17

JL:  Okay.18

WH:  -- an occupant or occupants in this vehicle.19

JL:  Approximately after you called for fire, 'cause you 20

called for fire, correct?21

WH:  Yes.22

JL:  And ambulance?  Approximately how much time passed 23

before they -- they showed up to render help to injured?24

WH:  It was within -- it was within a couple minutes.25

JL:  Okay.26

WH:  I would say two to -- two to three minutes or so.27

It was quick.28
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JL:  Okay.  And then obviously you were pulled away from 1

the scene and --2

WH:  I was pulled away from the scene.3

JL:  -- it was handled by other personnel?4

WH:  Yes, sir.5

JL:  Okay.6

DW:  I had a couple questions.7

JL:  Yes.8

DW:  I didn't mean to interrupt.9

JL:  Go ahead.10

DW:  The firearm you had, Crime Scene Investigator 11

Technician  collected your handgun and magazines as 12

evidence.  Had -- is that the same handgun you had when you were 13

out here?14

WH:  Yes.15

DW:  Had you -- had you done anything in between -- after 16

the shooting, from the time the shooting occurred to the time it 17

was collected as evidence, did you alter it in any way, did you add 18

any additional rounds to it or anything like that?19

WH:  I didn't touch my handgun at all.20

DW:  Noth- -- left it in your holster?21

WH:  Nothing.22

DW:  Until it was collected as evidence?23

WH:  Yes, sir.24

DW:  Okay.  I want to go back to the -- the time when the 25

car's backing up and you're firing.  Do you see where the rounds 26

go?  Like you know how when you go to the range and you could see 27

impacting a target or metal, you know those metal poppers we have 28
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that fall down?  You can kind of see where the rounds are going?1

Sometimes you can, sometimes you can't.  In this particular 2

instance here tonight, were you able to tell where your rounds 3

went?  Where they impacted?4

WH:  I wasn't -- I wasn't able to tell at the time as the 5

vehicle turned toward -- I knew.  I knew I must have hit him 6

because I saw rounds over by the -- the driver's side door of -- of 7

the car.8

DW:  Uh-huh.9

WH:  And it was in the general area of where he was at.10

And I figured that I had to hit him because he stopped, you know?11

DW:  Okay.  That was going to be my next question. What 12

was the suspect's response to the -- the gunfire or your shots?13

Did you see, did you notice anything other than --14

WH:  He --15

DW:  -- him stopping?16

WH:  He stopped retreating, he stopped reversing his 17

vehicle towards me.18

DW:  Okay.19

JL:  Okay.20

DW:  Okay.21

JL:  While we're standing here, I'm seeing skid marks or 22

track, you know, tire track marks in the area that you described 23

where the suspect car was when you shot at it.  When the car was 24

going backwards, were the tires screeching?  Do you remember?25

WH:  I just heard loud exhaust.  I heard the tires, I 26

heard the tires spinning.27

JL:  Okay.28
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WH:  That's all, that's all I heard.1

JL:  Okay.2

DW:  Now, as you're firing your gun at the vehicle, and 3

your target is the driver of the vehicle --4

WH:  Yes.5

DW:  -- as you explained to us earlier, how were you -- 6

how were you standing, if you could describe for us or were you 7

holding the gun with two hands, one hand?8

WH:  No.  I was holding the gun with two hands.9

DW:  Okay.10

WH:  I was in a bladed stance at first.  I was 11

sidestepping and stepping back.12

DW:  Right.  Okay.  Holding the gun with two hands?13

WH:  Yes.14

DW:  Okay.  Now --15

WH:  As I -- as I was try --16

DW:  -- do you remember moving while you were shooting or 17

maybe in between shots doing any moving?18

WH:  Yes.19

DW:  Okay.  Why were you moving?20

WH:  I didn't know where -- if the vehicle -- how the 21

vehicle was going to come.  I didn't know if he -- I was trying to 22

kind of call his bluff --23

DW:  Right.24

WH:  -- a little bit.25

DW:  Right, right.26

WH:  You know, so he couldn't hit me.  So I was 27

sidestepping --28
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DW:  Right.1

WH:  -- through this thing and this -- and in this 2

general area where we're all standing right now --3

DW:  Okay.4

WH:  -- to try to avoid being hit.5

DW:  Okay, okay.  In your mind, do you think you had any 6

other options?7

WH:  I had no other options.  No.8

DW:  Okay.9

WH:  There was nothing else I could have done except go 10

in and fire rounds at the driver to go ahead and stop the threat so 11

I didn't get killed or hurt or injured.  There's no doubt in my 12

mind that the suspect was trying to kill me so he can get away.13

DW:  Okay.14

JL:  Okay.  You mentioned earlier that when the car 15

stopped here, you got out of your car, correct?16

WH:  Yes.17

JL:  Okay.  'Cause the door's open and you mentioned 18

standing to the -- to the left of that -- of the door.19

WH:  Yes, I started to approach.20

JL:  I believe you mentioned why you did that but I -- I 21

don't recall.  Can you tell me why you got out of the car?22

WH:  Yes.  I went ahead and did that, my initial -- when 23

he stopped and wasn't going to continue anymore, I was under the 24

assumption that he was going to go ahead and get out of the car and 25

run, you know, maybe come back towards me, have a weapon or 26

something.  I didn't know, I just didn't want to be sitting in a 27

death trap --28
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JL:  Yeah.1

WH:  -- at the time.2

JL:  I believe you mentioned that earlier.3

WH:  Yes.4

JL:  Okay.  Okay.5

DW:  Hey, just to backtrack.  This -- earlier on in -- 6

when you first observe this vehicle and you go on this pursuit 7

southbound through the parking lot, then westbound through the 8

parking lot, then northbound through the alley and then you come 9

around and you lose sight of him momentarily, how long did that 10

pursuit take if you were to get -- put a timestamp on that, how 11

long do you think that took to go around the building, parking lot 12

like that and chasing this guy.  I know you mentioned he was doing 13

between thirty-five and forty-five in the alley.14

WH:  Yeah, I'd say -- I'd say no more than thirty 15

seconds.16

DW:  Okay.17

WH:  From start, from the time he started making his left 18

turn, to the time he started through.  He did not stop at all.19

DW:  Right.  You know what, working patrol a long time, 20

you know, we've been in these instances where we -- we get behind 21

vehicles, people try to run, they try to flee in their vehicle or 22

on foot and certain things are going through our head.  Anything 23

stood in your mind like that you thought this suspect was involved 24

in, had just committed a crime, or was about to commit a crime or 25

anything like that stand out?  You know, as a result of him 26

fleeing, maybe some red flag's going off in your head?27

WH:  I didn't know if it was the wrong license plate that 28
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I received.  Based on the information, I believed it possibly was.1

Based on his actions, by seeing law enforcement and being in the 2

area where a call just occurred for our services and seeing him, I 3

believe that he was either involved in the crime --4

DW:  Okay.5

WH:  -- was about to commit a crime, yes.6

DW:  Okay.7

JL:  Okay.  Is there any way that we can use some type of 8

measurement to measure proximity of you and the car when it was -- 9

when you shot at it?  You said it was about how -- how much 10

distance?11

DW:  He said about five feet.12

JL:  About five feet?  Okay.  And also tact loading.  You 13

mentioned you're not sure at what point you tact loaded?14

WH:  No, I know exactly what point --15

JL:  Okay.16

WH:  -- I tact loaded.17

JL:  Let's talk about that.18

WH:  I tack loaded when officers were already on the 19

vehicle here.20

JL:  Okay.21

WH:  When -- when there was -- when there was more than 22

just myself pointing at the vehicle.  After the vehicle came to 23

rest and there was -- there was officers on scene right here, I 24

tact loaded my weapon.25

JL:  Okay.26

WH:  Just in case.  I heard the officer giving commands 27

but obviously I didn't want to run dry.  I know I have limited 28
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capacity with this weapon and if the of- -- if he would have turned 1

this way and he would have had a weapon in his hand, it would have 2

been a speed load at this time because I was already running dry.3

JL:  Okay.4

DW:  Were you communicating with Deputy Doepking at all 5

at this point?6

WH:  At this point, no, I had no idea where Deputy 7

Doepking was.  I didn't know if he was injured as a result.8

DW:  No, after this collision right here.9

WH:  No.10

DW:  No?11

WH:  No.  He just immediately went to the driver's side.12

DW:  Okay.13

WH:  He was already there.  No.14

DW:  Okay.15

WH:  He was -- he was yelling.16

DW:  You're -- you're --17

WH:  He was yelling so, I didn't interrupt him.18

DW:  So any knowledge that you're -- well, your 19

communication there, either dispatch or responding units or units 20

on scene that you had been involved in a shooting was done via your 21

patrol radio?22

WH:  Yes.23

DW:  And you told dispatch you had been involved in a 24

shooting?25

WH:  Yes.26

DW:  Okay.27

JL:  Okay.  As far as the weapon, after this incident 28
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occurred, did you alter it in any way, did you change anything on 1

it?2

WH:  No, I did not.3

JL:  Okay.  And obviously we're here and you're here4

on -- on your own --5

WH:  Yes.6

JL:  -- accord?  This is --7

WH:  Yes.8

JL:  You volunteered to do this, this is something you 9

consented to do?10

WH:  Yes.11

JL:  Okay.12

  Anything else, Dean?   13

DW:  No.  I mean --14

JL:  Okay.15

DW:  -- as far as that measurement, I mean, I got a feel 16

for where he was at with the door open from his vehicle as he's 17

turning sidestep within five feet.  We have a point of rest based 18

on the skid marks before backing up --19

JL:  Right.20

DW:  -- so I'm comfortable with -- with the --21

JL:  Okay.22

DW:  -- approximation, yeah.23

JL:  All right.24

At this point we're going to go ahead and terminate the 25

walkthrough interview.     26

Thank you.27

WH:  Thank you.28
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DW:  Thanks, Billy.1

WH:  Thank you.2
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DW:  This is Detective Dean Worthy, I was with my 1

partner, Detective Jose Lopez.  It is June 16th, 2013, 2

approximately 0315 hours.  We're at the intersection of Agoura and 3

Lakeview Canyon Road in reference to the officer involved shooting.4

We are here with Deputy Kristopher Doepking and the following 5

individuals:6

BC:   DA's office.7

CH:   DA's office.8

AW:  , Sheriff's Special Counsel.9

RS:   VCDSA.10

GK:  Sergeant Garo Kuredjian, Internal Affairs.11

DC:  Sergeant Dean Cook, Internal Affairs.12

DW:  Okay.  Those are all present.     13

What we're going to have you do, just a walkthrough of 14

what -- what occurred to you.15

KD:  Okay.16

DW:  And what occurred here tonight with you.  I don't 17

want to go too in depth with what happened throughout your day but 18

let's start at the beginning of your shift.      19

What happened today, was it a normal beginning of the 20

shift?  How'd did you prepare for your shift, you know, with21

your -- your gun belt, your -- all that stuff, just walk us through 22

the beginning of your shift.23

KD:  Beginning of my shift I usually start out and just, 24

I get -- I get dressed and ready and I go to briefing and I don't 25

know how far you --26

DW:  That's okay.27
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KD:  What you want for --1

DW:  Anything happen in briefing, anything unusual?2

KD:  Nothing unusual.  Just the beginning of a normal 3

shift pretty much.4

DW:  Okay.  And you're assigned to 9D?5

KD:  I -- I'm not assigned to 9D, I'm assigned to 4R21 --6

DW:  Okay.7

KD:  -- which is the rover car.8

DW:  Okay.9

KD:  That means I fill in for vacancies throughout the 10

station --11

DW:  Uh-huh.12

KD:  -- if there's other vacancies that need to be 13

filled, that I can be farmed out to different stations.14

DW:  Where were you assigned tonight?15

KD:  I was assigned to 9D21 tonight.16

DW:  Okay.  So that's the Westlake car, dawn shift?17

KD:  Yes.18

DW:  Okay.  What time does your shift start?19

KD:  Starts at 1800.20

DW:  6:00 o'clock.21

KD:  6:00 p.m.22

DW:  Okay.  You went 10-8, anything unusual, did you get 23

any interesting calls off the bat, did you handle any calls?24

KD:  Yes.  Oh gosh, I got to remember now.  I, right off 25

the bat I went and I assisted a couple other deputies on -- it26

was -- I think it was a suspicious subject call or it was a dispute 27

between mother -- mother and son.  The mother wanted the son 28
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evicted and the son pays rent so we didn't really have a crime 1

there.  What else had I done?  I can't remember any other specific 2

calls that I think I went to.3

DW:  All right.  No big deal.4

KD:  Nothing -- nothing out of the ordinary.5

DW:  Let me just start, let me back up and start with 6

this.  I should have told you this earlier, but --7

KD:  Okay.8

DW:  -- you're not obligated to speak to us, but you're 9

okay with talking to us and giving us a statement, what happened 10

here tonight?11

KD:  No problem.12

DW:  No problem at all?  Okay.  Why don't we go ahead and 13

jump to what led you to this -- this call here tonight, this 14

incident?  Do you hear any radio traffic, what happened?  Go ahead 15

and walk us through.16

KD:  So what -- what led me here, I was re- -- I was sent 17

to a call.  Actually, let me back up.  I -- there -- there was 18

another call.  I had a suspicious subject at the Togo's.19

DW:  Okay.20

KD:  Togo's up a little bit further down Agoura right by, 21

close to Westlake.  Senior Deputy Hutton and I had both responded 22

to that call.  We contacted the subject, told him to leave the 23

area.  After we cleared the call, we had gone --24

DW:  What time was that at?25

KD:  Just -- just before I got the other call that 26

brought me to this place.27

DW:  Was it dark outside?28
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KD:  It was dark out, yeah.1

DW:  It had just gotten dark?2

KD:  It -- it was pro- -- yes.  It was in between 8:00 3

and 9:00.4

DW:  Okay.5

KD:  I can't remember.6

DW:  Okay.7

KD:  After we had cleared the call, we had gone up 8

Village Glen, north of Village Glen from the call and we were -- we 9

were just going to talk in the parking lot, think about lunch or 10

something like that.  We had gone in the -- the parking lot north 11

of Townsgate where the business complexes are.     12

Right when -- right when we had stopped, I had got a call 13

for a hit and run that had just occurred and dispatch had advised 14

that it was at the inters- -- at the corner of Agoura and Westlake 15

and it was a -- I think it was a white VW and it was in the Regent 16

parking lot.  And I was -- and I -- I'd assumed Regent meaning 17

movie theater and I knew there wasn't a movie theater on that 18

corner.  They had also advised that there was a -- the -- the 19

suspect was driving a -- I can't remember the color, it was a 20

hatchback, some sort of hatchback.     21

So me and Senior Deputy Hutton had gone -- I responded to 22

the call, Senior Deputy Hutton hadn't initiated himself on the call 23

yet.  We had turned west down Agoura heading towards Westlake.  We 24

both pulled up to the light together at Westlake and I -- and we -- 25

we rolled down windows and spoke.  I don't think there's a Regent 26

here and he's like yeah, I don't think so.  I think this is LA 27

County area.     28
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So we both did a U-turn and we're coming now east on 1

Agoura.  And as we were coming -- I'm sorry, I'm chilly.  But as2

we were coming down here, I could see that there was a Regent here 3

and I -- I thought that that -- that was kind of what they were 4

talking about.  And this is LA County area, but we were -- we were 5

going to go and investigate it anyway and see what was going on 6

with it at the very least.     7

We had both turned down here, Senior Deputy Hutton was 8

ahead of me.  As we were coming north onto Lakeview, we're going to 9

go in the parking lot up here.  I was in the left-hand turn lane 10

and Senior Deputy Hutton had turned and was into the driveway.11

DW:  Uh-huh.  In that driveway apron over there?12

KD:  The drive -- yes, on the right.13

DW:  Okay.14

KD:  There was a -- this car right here, the -- the gray 15

car was blocking the driveway and it was there for a few seconds 16

waiting on something.17

DW:  When you say "this car," you're referring to the --18

KD:  I'm referring --19

DW:  -- the suspect vehicle?20

KD:  -- to the -- the suspect vehicle, correct.21

DW:  Okay.22

KD:  Couldn't go around it, there was other traffic in 23

the way and it was blocking the -- the entrance into the parking 24

lot.  And then after a few moments you could -- I could see that 25

the brake lights were on, one break light was out.  What seemed 26

like to me, I didn't see him suit -- do this, but what it seemed 27

like me, was he was waiting there for a long time with Senior 28
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Deputy Hutton behind him and realized the police were directly 1

behind him and then he quickly made a left-hand turn and sped away, 2

really fast in the parking lot.3

DW:  Were you in the parking lot at this time?4

KD:  I was not in the parking lot.  I observed this from 5

the left-hand turn lane.6

DW:  Okay.  So you hadn't made it to the apron yet?7

KD:  I had not gotten into the parking lot yet.  The 8

parking lot was very crowded.  The -- all the parking stalls 9

appeared to be full, there were people coming in and out of the 10

movie theater -- 11

DW:  Right.12

KD:  -- and the businesses.13

DW:  Now, the suspect vehicle, let's just call it that.14

KD:  Okay.15

DW:  The suspect vehicle, it had its headlights on?16

KD:  I don't -- yes.  Well, after seeing it driving 17

around, yes, it did.18

DW:  And it looked like it had maybe an inoperative --19

KD:  It had --20

DW:  -- light?21

KD:  -- an inoperative rear taillight.22

DW:  Okay.23

KD:  I remember seeing that right as we -- right as we 24

came up.25

DW:  Do you recall any lighting equipment Senior Deputy 26

Hutton might have had on his patrol unit?27

KD:  We just had our headlights on at that time.28
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DW:  Okay.  You didn't see any emergency lights or a 1

spotlight or anything like that?2

KD:  Nothing -- nothing had -- nothing had activated yet.3

DW:  Okay.4

KD:  But the suspect -- suspect vehicle was stopped there 5

and my perception of it was he realized that police were behind him 6

because of his quick acceleration to make a left turn.  And my -- 7

my perception of that was because his continued acceleration.  It 8

wasn't because someone accelerating to get out of the way real 9

quick, it was someone accelerating and I pulled into the parking 10

lot as he's accelerated left coming south and he's in the parking 11

lot still and Senior Deputy Hutton had followed him.12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  And so at this point I'm -- it's -- I'm not -- I'm 14

not sure whether I'm thinking this -- this might be the suspect 15

vehicle, dispatch had advised the suspect vehicle had left the 16

area.  But I did realize that it was a hatchback.17

DW:  Let's talk about that turning movement, that -- that 18

quick left turn to go south --19

KD:  Uh-huh.20

DW:  -- through the parking lot.  Did it look like it was 21

evading?22

KD:  It appeared as though he was evading.  It appeared 23

he --24

DW:  Trying to --25

KD:  He had realized that --26

DW:  -- flee the area?27

KD:  -- police were behind him and he was attempting to 28
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leave --1

DW:  Okay.2

KD:  -- fast.  Evade.3

DW:  Yeah, okay.4

KD:  So as Senior Deputy Hutton pulls -- pulls in and the 5

suspect vehicle's accelerating away, I pulled in -- I pulled into 6

the parking lot and I could see that by the time -- from the time I 7

made my turn into that street, into the parking lot, I could see 8

the suspect vehicle was already to the front of the bank going 9

through the drive-through area and Senior Deputy Hutton was 10

following behind him.     11

I -- I continued straight into the parking lot, I figured 12

that I would be able to not -- not head him off but get to the same 13

location.  I figured he might stop or something.  But I was -- I 14

was trying to head him off up at -- up front.  And I was -- I 15

wasn't able to get up there fast enough, there was a bunch -- a 16

bunch of cars stopping, picking up people.  There was people coming 17

and going.18

As I come -- it's the -- the main, right -- right in 19

front of the businesses, so as I'm coming south, the suspect 20

vehicle flies by me and he was going really fast.  I -- I don't -- 21

I don't know about how fast, probably thirty miles an hour, 22

thirty-five miles an hour, too fast for the parking lot with the -- 23

all the traffic and people moving around.24

DW:  There were vehicles --25

KD:  There was vehicles --26

DW:  -- parked?  Pedestrians?27

KD:  There was ve- -- yeah, pedestrians.  There was 28
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vehicles moving around.1

DW:  Okay.2

KD:  All the parking stalls were full.  It was very 3

crowded in there.  He went westbound past me and Senior Deputy 4

Hutton continued to follow him and I pulled forward slightly and I 5

observed that he had turned right and gone behind the businesses in 6

the alley behind the businesses.  Senior Deputy Hutton had followed 7

him.     8

So at this point I'm thinking that he's evading.  I 9

turned around quickly and came back the way I went.  At this point 10

as I'm -- as I'm driving backwards, I could -- I could hear some of 11

the people --12

DW:  Just keeping on your mindset and your tactics?13

KD:  Yeah.  So --14

DW:  (INAUDIBLE).15

KD:  -- my mindset is I'm -- I'm thinking that this 16

person is possibly going to be a -- a -- evading us and we -- we 17

may be involved in a pursuit.18

DW:  Uh-huh.19

KD:  I wasn't exactly sure what was going on with that 20

yet and I was still trying to formulate what -- what exactly this 21

person's doing.  In my -- in my mind it seemed though as -- as 22

though he was fleeing and evading us.  All the -- all the 23

streetlights were on and that's -- that's my perception of it.24

That -- that's the reason why.  It -- we were -- we were pretty 25

visible.  We didn't have amber lights and -- or flashing lights or 26

anything like that or red lights and sirens or anything, but it was 27

pretty obvious that there were two police vehicles behind him -- 28
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DW:  Uh-huh.1

KD:  -- and then as he drove by.  So that -- that's my 2

mindset.  I'm thinking he's possibly going to be fleeing.3

DW:  So you didn't follow Hutton in the alley?4

KD:  I did not.  What I had done was --5

DW:  Describe for me (INAUDIBLE).6

KD:  -- I -- I turned.  I -- so as I -- as I come to 7

right about right here, so right about even with us, I turned 8

around and I'd came back around the way I went along the front of 9

the businesses.  So now I'm going north.  I could hear some of the 10

people outside, my window was down, get out of the way, get out of 11

the way.  They're chasing that guy, something to that effect.12

There's a bunch of cars in the way, so I -- I zigzagged in between 13

a few cars that were stopped in the -- in the driving area.  And as 14

I turn left, I didn't know whether the --15

DW:  Left to go north through the parking lot?16

KD:  I'm sorry, I'm sorry, right.  I'm sorry.  As I 17

turned right along the front of the businesses, I didn't know where 18

the alleyway had dumped, would dump out onto the street or whether 19

it would continue, curl around --20

DW:  Right.21

KD:  -- to the businesses.  So as I'm turning, the -- I 22

see the headlights coming at me very fast.  And I stopped the 23

vehicle.  It appeared though as he was going to crash into me.  He 24

was coming straight at me, he swerved out of the way just in time.25

DW:  Okay.  Let's just -- let's just get this a little 26

bit more clear, okay?  This whole shopping center is kind of 27

triangulated.28
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KD:  Yeah, it's kind of like a --1

DW:  But -- but if you're going that direction, let's 2

just call it north or northeast.3

KD:  Uh-huh.4

DW:  Is that what you're telling me, you're -- you're 5

driving along the front of those businesses right there --6

KD:  Yes.7

DW:  -- in a northeast direction --8

KD:  Uh-huh.9

DW:  -- toward the opposite side here where apparently 10

that alley dumps out?11

KD:  Towards -- yes, towards where --12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  Where I came in.  So where the --14

DW:  Toward the movie -- 15

KD:  Yeah.16

DW:  Toward the movie theater, which is the last --17

KD:  Yes.18

DW:  -- structure on the left, correct?19

KD:  Yes, okay.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  Yes.22

DW:  All right.23

KD:  And so there -- and I didn't realize that there was 24

an alleyway so I pulled too far forward and he was accelerating 25

toward me really quick.26

DW:  Okay.27

KD:  So I was -- I was canted kind of northeast.28
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DW:  Uh-huh.1

KD:  And he was coming -- he was canted straight south.2

DW:  Right.3

KD:  So, and he was coming straight at me.  At the last 4

moment, he turned out of the way and was able to squeeze in between 5

me and where the curb was.  And he accelerated back where I -- 6

where I was just at so he was going back.7

DW:  Did you get a look at the driver at all?8

KD:  I -- I didn't -- I didn't see him --9

DW:  No?10

KD:  -- because of the headlights were coming at me right 11

in the face.12

DW:  Could you tell how many people were in the car?13

KD:  I couldn't tell how many people were in the car at 14

all.15

DW:  Okay.16

KD:  So I saw him, he was --17

DW:  Now -- now what's going through your mind?18

KD:  So my --19

DW:  Is, you're in a black-and-white?20

KD:  Uh-huh.21

DW:  Still no emergency lights?22

KD:  No, not -- I had -- 23

DW:  Still just your headlights on?24

KD:  Just the headlights on.25

DW:  But you're in a black-and-white.26

KD:  Uh-huh.27

DW:  And he's coming at you with his headlights on?28
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KD:  Yes.1

DW:  Is there any possibility he didn't see you?2

KD:  I don't think so.3

DW:  He -- okay.4

KD:  Because of the way I was canted, his -- his 5

headlights would have shown the entire side of the police car.6

DW:  Okay.7

KD:  And -- and especially the passen- --8

DW:  And the car steered to get out of your way?9

KD:  He steered to get out of the way.  Like I said, he 10

was -- I was canted almost in a northeaster- --11

DW:  Right.12

KD:  Easterly way and the -- he was coming directly south 13

at me.14

DW:  Okay.15

KD:  So he would have had a clear view of the side of my 16

patrol car.  I had not activated any of my -- of my red lights and 17

sirens or anything like that yet.  And he had gone back the way I'd 18

came so now he's going back south and west, back through all the 19

traffic and he's accelerating really fast.  I pulled around, I --20

I -- so I continued my turn and I came out back onto Lakeview 21

Canyon Road.22

DW:  Okay.23

KD:  And at this time I'm thinking, all right, pursuit, 24

he's going to get out on the street, I need to put this out and as 25

I'm grabbing the radio, by that time I've already accelerated to 26

here and I'm rounding the corner.27

DW:  Okay.28
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KD:  So I'm -- I'm going do grab the radio and as soon as 1

I round the corner, I'm -- I'm in the middle, I'm in the middle 2

lane here as I come around the corner.3

DW:  Do you have a visual on the car?4

KD:  I -- as -- as I round the corner, I can see his 5

front end come out of the -- of the parking lot.6

DW:  Which is down here?7

KD:  Which is right down here.8

DW:  The apron down here by the County Line sign?9

KD:  Uh-huh.10

DW:  Okay.11

KD:  Yes.  And so as I round the corner, I'm in the 12

middle lane now.13

DW:  What's your -- what's your thought process as you're 14

coming out while he's still in the parking lot?  You're coming out 15

here onto Lakeview to do what?16

KD:  So my -- my thought process is I'm going to -- I'm 17

going to catch up to him.  I'm thinking he's going to -- 'cause -- 18

let me back up.  I'm still thinking Senior Deputy Hutton is behind 19

him in the alley.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  So I don't know whether -- I didn't see Senior 22

Deputy Hutton coming behind him so I don't know where he has gone 23

at this point.24

DW:  Right.25

KD:  And I'm thinking that the suspect vehicle is going 26

to flee down to Agoura Road.27

DW:  Okay.28
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KD:  And I -- you know, that's -- that's my thought 1

process.  I'm thinking he's -- he's fleeing us.  He knows that it's 2

two police cars that are following him and he's -- he's traveling 3

very fast for -- in the parking lot.     4

So I come out onto Lakeview, I head south and I'm 5

thinking, all right, I need to put this out on the radio, I need to 6

activate, I need to do all this stuff.  And -- and as -- as all 7

this is going through my head, I'm rounding the corner and I'm in 8

the center lane and I see his headlights, his -- his -- the front 9

end of his vehicle come out and now he's coming -- he's coming east 10

directly at me against traffic and he's in the same lane as me.  So 11

I stop doing what -- messing with the radio, I'm thinking he's 12

coming right at me and he's going to crash into me.  So I'm already 13

thinking, all right, what are my options?14

DW:  What are you -- what lane are you in at this point?15

KD:  I'm in the center one.  I -- I thought there was 16

three lanes.  Apparently there's only two.  So looking at it now, I 17

was Number 2 lane.18

DW:  Okay.19

MV:  (INAUDIBLE).20

KD:  Yeah, I -- I thought there was three lanes when I -- 21

when I was going down there.22

DW:  That's okay.23

KD:  And --24

DW:  It's a wide road.  So --25

KD:  So I'm now in the -- I'm in the Number 2 lane.26

DW:  How fast are you going?27

KD:  I don't know.  I was -- I was on the gas, I was 28
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going fast.1

DW:  Yeah.2

KD:  Just to come around and catch up to him because I 3

knew that he had a shorter route even though the traffic and the -- 4

and the congestion there, I knew he had a shorter route to get out 5

onto Agoura.6

DW:  Right.7

KD:  So I was going pretty fast.  I don't -- I don't know 8

how fast I was going, I was on the gas.  I was moving.  So as I 9

round the corner, right as I'm rounding the corner, I'm thinking I 10

need to put this out to dispatch, I need to get all my stuff going, 11

and as soon as I come around the corner, I see him coming out and 12

he's coming straight at me, the same way.  And he's approaching 13

fast.  Like it -- it appeared like that -- that he was coming at me 14

really quick.  And my thought process is he's -- he's going to 15

crash into me.  He's going to head-on into me.     16

So I stopped the vehicle and so now I'm thinking, well, 17

what are my options now?  And right as I'm thinking that, I'm -- 18

you know, I got one hand on the wheel, I'm reaching down to my gun 19

and I'm thinking he's going to crash into me and I'm -- I'm going 20

to need to take action to defend myself.21

At the last minute, he turns, so it would be to his left 22

out of my way, to my right and clips the front end of my car.23

Meaning his -- his front bumper hits the front corner bumper of 24

mine, the right front, right front.25

DW:  So his driver's side to your driver's side?26

KD:  His passenger side to my passenger side.27

DW:  Okay.  Passenger side.28
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KD:  And so he passes me.  And so I put it in reverse.1

DW:  So does he go in between the curb and you?2

KD:  He goes in between the curb and me.3

DW:  Sidewalk and you?4

KD:  Yes.5

DW:  Okay.6

KD:  He goes in between the curb and me and I put it in 7

reverse and I'm stepping on the gas and there's a delay in the 8

engine pickup and get back -- I get, back up and I turn around and 9

as I'm turning around, I -- I start to -- as -- as I'm turning 10

around this way to my -- to my right, I'm starting to hear, I hear 11

what sounds like gunshots and it's at -- almost at the same time as 12

I see Senior Deputy Hutton and he's outside of his car door and 13

he's shooting at the suspect.14

DW:  How are you seeing this or are you --15

KD:  So I'm seeing this through -- from -- through my 16

front windshield as I'm turning around.17

DW:  Okay.18

KD:  And coming back this way.19

DW:  So you're backing up and turning around?20

KD:  So I'm -- I back up to my --21

DW:  Here, let's go over here.22

KD:  Yeah.23

DW:  Let's take a walk.24

KD:  No problem.25

DW:  Sorry, we're good.  You cold?26

KD:  Yeah.27

DW:  Is it cold out here?28
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KD:  Well, I was in the --1

DW:  Sorry.     2

KD:  -- command post there.3

JL:  We got glass in here, in this area so --4

KD:  Okay.5

JL:  -- let's just be aware of that.6

DW:  You know what, and if you want to go like this and 7

literally be the car and back up --8

KD:  Sure, no problem.9

DW:  -- go for it, you know what I mean?10

KD:  Okay.11

DW:  Where do you think you were at when that -- that -- 12

the suspect vehicle impacted your car?13

KD:  So I'm -- I'm --14

JL:  Hey, let's be careful here 'cause we got glass and 15

we want to --16

KD:  Okay.  So as I'm --17

JL:  You don't want to screw that up.18

KD:  -- coming around the corner, right as I'm coming 19

around the corner so now I'm in this lane, the   Number 2 lane.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  And right as I'm coming around the corner, I see the 22

front end of his vehicle coming out of the parking lot.23

DW:  Oh.24

KD:  So I'm slowing down.25

DW:  From that driveway right there, that --26

KD:  From this driveway right here.27

DW:  Okay.28
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KD:  'Cause it appears as though he's turning towards me.1

DW:  Right.2

KD:  So I slow down and I come to a stop and he's 3

accelerating rapidly towards me.  And so like I -- like I told you, 4

my thought process is that I think he's going to -- he's going to 5

head-on into me.6

DW:  Right.7

KD:  So at the last second, he -- he banks to his --8

we -- we collide, you know, we -- he moves to my right and we hit 9

front bumpers.  Right as he collides with me and he passes, I put 10

it in reverse and I back up to my left so I'm backing up right 11

here.  And I back up, I put it in drive and as I'm turning to my 12

right, I can see Senior Deputy Hutton is standing outside of his 13

car and he's shooting at the suspect.  So I'm hearing it.14

DW:  We'll get to that in one second.15

KD:  Okay.16

DW:  When the car's coming head-on at you --17

KD:  Uh-huh.18

DW:  -- was it completely head-on or was he a little bit 19

to the curb and you're more in the --20

KD:  It was -- it -- it -- at -- from what I remember, it 21

was directly head-on, straight at me.22

DW:  Okay.23

KD:  And it appeared as though he was accelerating 24

straight at me.25

DW:  Okay.  And as his vehicle made contact with your 26

vehicle, did you fear it was a -- feel it was a deliberate act, 27

like he was trying to hit your car?28
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KD:  My -- my thought process at that time is he's 1

accelerating toward me, I -- I was -- I was bracing for impact.  I 2

thought he was going to crash right into me.3

DW:  (INAUDIBLE).4

KD:  I'm thinking my options, I'm like do -- can I -- can 5

I even -- do I even have time to take defensive action?6

DW:  Right, right.7

KD:  Would it be worth it to get my gun out?  You know, 8

all this is going through me.  And he turns at the last second.  I 9

can't say for sure whether it was a deliberate to impact the front 10

corner but it -- it appeared as though to me, that he was 11

accelerating toward me to crash into the front of the car.12

DW:  Okay.  Okay.  All right.  So you're backing up.13

KD:  So I'm backing up.14

DW:  Suspect vehicle has already gotten past you?15

KD:  So as he passes me, I put it in reverse, I hit it.16

I come back and as I'm putting it -- putting it in drive --17

DW:  Are you turning around right here or we in the 18

intersection?19

KD:  I don't -- I'm not --20

DW:  That's okay, you can ballpark it.21

KD:  I'm not exactly sure.22

DW:  Okay.  It's okay.  You're doing awesome.23

KD:  I didn't -- yeah, I didn't -- I didn't think I had 24

gone very far backwards.  I -- I'd cranked it and I was backing up 25

and as I'm turning to my right and pulling forward is when I --26

I'm -- I'm hearing, I'm starting to hear the gunshots.27

DW:  Okay.28
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KD:  And I'm starting -- and -- and as I turn that way, I 1

can see Senior Deputy Hutton is standing and he's shooting at the 2

vehicle.  The -- the suspect vehicle is -- was at that time, was 3

facing northwest and was up against the curb over there.4

DW:  West?5

KD:  Was turned northwest.  It was canted this way.  Or, 6

well --7

DW:  That's east.8

KD:  Yeah.9

DW:  Just so you know.10

KD:  Yeah.  It was head-on, the front of it was 11

northwest.  I -- I -- I can't remember --12

DW:  It's okay.13

KD:  -- whether it was -- I -- 'cause what I really 14

remember was as I'm turning around is seeing Senior Deputy Hutton 15

shooting.  And as he shoots and I thought I heard five to six 16

shots, the suspect vehicle was making this arcing left turn and as 17

it's making this arcing left turn that's -- that's -- maybe that's 18

why I'm thinking he was pointed northwest 'cause I had seen him the 19

whole time, the whole front of him.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  And he's screaming and grabbing the wheel and I --22

DW:  Did you see Senior Deputy Hutton fire or hear the 23

shots and then see Senior Deputy Hutton?24

KD:  I heard -- I saw him shooting.25

DW:  You saw him shoot?26

KD:  I saw him shooting.27

DW:  Did you actually see muzzle flash from his gun or 28
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anything like that?1

KD:  I -- I didn't see that 'cause his back was to me but 2

I could hear it and I can see him standing in the position.  I can 3

hear it as -- as I'm looking at it.4

DW:  Okay.  All right.  Where's he standing when this is 5

happening?6

KD:  Probably right -- probably close to where that cone 7

is --8

DW:  (INAUDIBLE).9

KD:  -- on the car's walk -- on the crosswalk.10

DW:  Out on the driver's side?11

KD:  Yes.12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  Probably close to where that cone on the crosswalk 14

is.15

DW:  Can you tell how he's holding his gun, is it 16

(INAUDIBLE).17

KD:  It -- it -- how we're trained.18

DW:  Two hands?19

KD:  Two hands, bladed stance.20

DW:  Does it look like he -- look like he's moving in any 21

direction, could you tell?22

KD:  I couldn't tell.23

DW:  Okay.24

KD:  All I saw was his upper body.25

DW:  Okay.26

KD:  But it -- it appeared like he was in a bladed 27

stance, two hands up and in that -- at that point that's -- as I'm 28
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turning around and I see the suspect vehicle making this arcing 1

left turn and he's screaming.2

DW:  Okay.  Hold on one second.  As he's firing, where's 3

this suspect vehicle in relation to where Senior Deputy Hutton's 4

at?5

KD:  It's by the -- by the -- by the stop lamp pole.  And 6

I -- I had thought that he was -- he was already turned northwest.7

Maybe I'm wrong.  I -- I --8

JL:  It's -- it's what you remember, okay?9

KD:  Yeah, yeah.10

JL:  Don't -- it's just what you remember.11

KD:  No.  Yeah.12

JL:  That's -- that's all.13

KD:  No, okay.14

JL:  You're doing fine.15

KD:  So, yeah.  So as I -- as I'm turning, the suspect 16

vehicle was making an arcing left turn and -- and I didn't -- I 17

didn't know what -- what else he had done while his -- while his 18

back -- when my back was to him.  And Senior Deputy Hutton is 19

shooting at him now.  And he's still accelerating away.20

DW:  Let me -- let me back you up.  So, and I hate to do 21

this, you're doing a great job.22

KD:  No problem.23

DW:  I hate to slow people down when they're on a roll.24

KD:  No, no, it's okay.25

DW:  And you're a very articulate young man.  We 26

appreciate you taking the time with us.  So the car impacts the 27

front of your car.  It passes you by, the suspect's vehicle that 28
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is.1

KD:  Uh-huh.2

DW:  You're backing up in this area, turning around, you 3

see Senior Deputy Hutton out of his vehicle?4

KD:  I see him, yes.5

DW:  You hear gunshots, you see him standing?  Do you see 6

his gun or are you looking at his back?7

KD:  I --8

DW:  Does it look like he's standing --9

KD:  I want to say I can only see his back.10

DW:  Okay.11

KD:  But I -- I hear the -- I hear the gunfire.12

DW:  What -- what is that suspect vehicle doing as Senior 13

Deputy Hutton's firing?  Do you see the vehicle doing any -- doing 14

anything?15

KD:  It -- it -- it looks like it's accelerating away in 16

that arcing turn.  And that's -- that's about the point I turned 17

around.  So I hear -- I hear the gunfire and as the suspect vehicle 18

passes and I get a full picture of the vehicle, Senior Deputy 19

Hutton had stopped firing and I see -- and my window's down so I 20

can hear him.  He's screaming and he's got both hands on the wheel 21

and I didn't -- and I didn't know what -- what else this guy's 22

doing.  He's evade -- he's evading us, and I -- I had a feeling he 23

knew that we were police chasing him.  He -- he knew that -- my 24

thoughts is he was -- he was attempting to crash into me.  So I -- 25

I made the --26

DW:  You're good, go on.  (INAUDIBLE).  So when you're 27

making these observations --28
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KD:  Uh-huh.1

DW:  -- probably, I'm not telling you this, just tell me 2

if you agree or not, are -- are we kind of looking in the spot you 3

were at when you made these observations, are we standing in that 4

spot?5

KD:  I would say probably pretty close.6

DW:  Okay.  You're in the driver's seat of your patrol 7

car, it's an eighteen-foot-long car.8

KD:  It's -- it's kind of hard to tell.9

DW:  Do you -- do you remember hitting that curb at all 10

as you're backing up or anything?11

KD:  No, I don't.12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  I don't.  I don't remember.  Really, what I remember 14

was I was getting pissed at the car 'cause it -- the pickup wasn't 15

hitting up and -- and I had thought well, did -- did he damage the 16

front of the car, am I undrivable right now?17

DW:  Yeah.18

KD:  So the -- the pickup of the car wasn't moving and I 19

pulled it into drive.20

DW:  When you look at Senior Deputy Hutton's patrol21

car --22

KD:  Uh-huh.23

DW:  -- where it is in relation to where we're24

standing --25

KD:  Uh-huh.26

DW:  -- and those skid marks that you saw on the other 27

side of it (INAUDIBLE) suspect and you see the sides of the suspect 28
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vehicle's car over there, I mean, is it possible if that car was on 1

the other side of Senior Deputy Hutton's that you wouldn't -- you 2

wouldn't have seen it very well or are we -- do you know what I 3

mean?4

KD:  I -- I --5

DW:  Until it makes that --6

KD:  I had a partial view.  I -- I -- really, what I7

just --8

DW:  I just want to know what (INAUDIBLE).9

KD:  No.  Well, you know what, to be honest, I -- I had 10

only -- I had fixated on Senior Deputy Hutton.  I heard the 11

gunshots going off and I'd fixated on his back and I see him --12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  -- posted up.  And then as soon as the gunfire had 14

stopped, I -- the suspect vehicle is -- that's -- that's -- that's 15

what I had seen.  Was I -- I can't say for sure whether he was in 16

my sight picture, the suspect's vehicle.  He probably was but I 17

can't say for sure.18

DW:  Did you see that vehicle make any other furtive 19

movements toward Senior Deputy Hutton or anything else (INAUDIBLE).20

KD:  The only movements after I had turned around that I 21

saw the suspect vehicle make was that arcing left turn.22

DW:  Okay.23

KD:  And I want to say yes, that I had and -- but I can't 24

say for sure.25

DW:  That's okay.  Are you -- do you -- do you have your 26

emergency lights on at this point?27

KD:  No.28
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DW:  Does Senior Deputy Hutton?1

KD:  No.2

DW:  No?  Has there ever been any radio traffic regarding 3

this vehicle?4

KD:  There hadn't -- hadn't been any radio traffic.5

To -- to me it had responded -- it -- it had escalated and res- -- 6

moved too quickly for -- for me to be able to --7

DW:  Evolve?8

KD:  Yeah, evolve into that and --9

DW:  Let me ask you this.  From the time you saw Senior 10

Deputy Hutton in the parking lot entrance behind the vehicle, the 11

vehicle takes off.12

KD:  Uh-huh.13

DW:  Goes on this pursuit around here, till the time the 14

shooting, you hear the shooting and you see Senior Deputy Hutton 15

standing outside of his vehicle --16

KD:  Uh-huh.17

DW:  -- how much time had transpired?  Would you -- would 18

you guess?  And this is just a approximation.  If you can't, that's 19

fine too.20

KD:  Well, I -- I -- I wouldn't even venture a guess.21

DW:  Okay.22

KD:  I would say minutes but it was probably a lot less 23

than that.  It was really fast.  Everything had happened really 24

fast.  I -- I don't even want -- it wasn't more than two minutes.25

'Cause we -- right when we had got here, Senior Deputy -- right 26

when we stopped here to turn into the -- to turn -- to turn left 27

here, right when we had first arrived, that was when me and Senior 28
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Deputy Hutton had both gone 10-97 here.1

DW:  Right.2

KD:  And it -- it had all happened really quick.3

DW:  Okay.  When you're seeing Senior Deputy Hutton 4

standing out there and you're hearing gunshots --5

KD:  Uh-huh.6

DW:  -- does he have any cover at all?  Do you see where 7

he's --8

KD:  My -- my perception was and I -- I want to say I -- 9

'cause it -- I don't know how -- I don't know why, but I wanted to 10

say maybe I was closer, I was maybe further in when I had turned 11

around.12

DW:  Okay.13

KD:  'Cause I could see, I remembered almost seeing the 14

inside of the door and --15

DW:  Okay.16

KD:  -- what -- what I thought I had saw was him standing 17

closer to the car maybe.18

DW:  Okay.19

KD:  But I -- I can't say for sure, for certain.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  In looking at it now, I -- there's no way I could've 22

seen the whole inside of the door.  I thought I did.23

DW:  Yeah.24

KD:  But, and -- and then even looking at it after the 25

fact, I had -- I couldn't figure out -- I don't know whether I had 26

turned inside or gone around Senior Deputy Hutton just because of 27

the way everything was.  And I --28
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DW:  Yeah.  Did you hear Senior Deputy Hutton make any 1

statements or yell any commands or anything?2

KD:  No.  All I heard was the gunshots and then the -- 3

the -- as the suspect vehicle was making that arcing turn, I could 4

hear him screaming.5

DW:  Who screaming?6

KD:  The suspect screaming.  He was -- he was just 7

screaming.  He didn't say -- he wasn't screaming anything really, 8

just yelling ahh.9

DW:  Based on your training and experience, do you think 10

that was screaming in pain or screaming to scream?11

KD:  Probably screaming in -- I -- I -- I -- I want to 12

say he was probably screaming in pain.13

DW:  Okay.  Now, did you -- you mentioned earlier how 14

many rounds you think you heard.15

KD:  Uh-huh.16

DW:  What was that again?17

KD:  I -- I thought I had heard five to six rounds.18

DW:  Five to six rounds?  Okay.  In what kind of 19

succession?20

KD:  Rapid.21

DW:  One after --22

KD:  Rapid.23

DW:  -- the other?24

KD:  Yes, one after another.  In fact, it was --25

DW:  Big delay in that?26

KD:  No.27

DW:  Okay.28
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KD:  It was all bang, bang, bang, bang, bang.1

DW:  Okay.2

KD:  And -- and that's the -- the last couple, that's -- 3

that's why I say as I turn around and I see I'm hear -- I'm hearing 4

it first and then I see Senior Deputy Hutton's back.5

DW:  So five to six rounds?  I'm sorry, what did you say?6

KD:  I -- I want to say five to six rounds.7

DW:  Okay.  How long do you think it took for those 8

rounds to get fired?9

KD:  Very quickly.  Couple of seconds.10

DW:  Couple of seconds?11

KD:  Yes.12

DW:  Okay.  Could you tell what he was shooting at, what 13

direction?14

KD:  He was --15

DW:  What his target was?16

KD:  It was -- the way he was pointing, the way his back 17

was, it was going straight like north -- northeasterly so almost 18

right into the corner where -- where the suspect vehicle was.19

DW:  Could -- what was your opinion on what he was 20

shooting at?21

KD:  I -- I thought he was shooting at the suspect.22

DW:  In the vehicle?23

KD:  In the vehicle, yes.24

DW:  Okay.  Okay.25

KD:  And that -- that -- that kind of went into my frame 26

of mind as I came around the corner and I crashed into the side of 27

his car, I didn't -- I didn't know what -- what else he had done.28
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I knew that he was driving straight at me.  I thought he was going 1

to crash into me, he had hit the front of my car.  He -- in my 2

opinion he should have known or obviously, he -- he knew that we 3

were police behind him.4

DW:  Okay.5

KD:  He had seen us behind him when we pulled in and then 6

seen my vehicle following him around.7

DW:  Okay.8

KD:  He -- he saw -- he saw that the police were 9

following him.  And I didn't know what else he had done.  So all -- 10

all I know is that I see Senior Deputy Hutton shooting at him, he 11

had came at me, he had hit the front of my car and so --12

DW:  What's going through your mind at that point?13

KD:  My -- my -- my -- 14

DW:  After he hits your car --15

KD:  Uh-huh.16

DW:  -- and tries to get past you, you try to back up, 17

you see Senior Deputy Hutton standing out and he's shooting at the 18

vehicle, what's your --19

KD:  My -- my frame of mind is he's either trying to kill 20

us or do anything he can to get away from us.  He's trying to hurt 21

us -- 22

DW:  Right.23

KD:  -- to get away.  And I -- and that's -- that's my 24

thought process is he's trying to hurt us to -- doing anything he 25

can to get away from us.26

DW:  Okay.  Go on from there.27

KD:  Yeah.  So -- so as he's making that arcing turn --28
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DW:  And we can walk.1

KD:  Yeah.  I accelerated.  Right -- right as he's about 2

to -- I think his front tire had hit the curb, I can't remember 3

whether his front tire had hit the curb or whether I pushed him 4

into it.5

DW:  Are we in your car right now driving this direction?6

KD:  Yes, yes.7

DW:  We're in your car?8

KD:  You know, and I want to say that it -- it was right 9

here, I turned inside.  So I -- there's no way I could have gone 10

all the way around.11

DW:  When you say "around," you mean around Senior --12

KD:  Around his --13

DW:  -- Deputy Hutton's car?14

KD:  Yeah.  Thinking about it now, I went inside the 15

vehicle -- inside his vehicle.16

DW:  Okay.17

KD:  And so that's my sight picture.  I see Senior Deputy 18

Hutton and as I'm approaching here, I see the suspect vehicle19

and now he's making this arcing turn from the -- from the corner, 20

mark -- this arcing left turn and so my thought process is this 21

guy's doing anything he can to get away from us.  And he's -- he 22

must -- I don't -- I don't know what he's done for Senior Deputy 23

Hutton to shoot at him, I know he was accelerating at me, he had 24

hit my car, so I -- I don't know whether his front bumper had hit 25

the curb or whether I pushed him into the curb but I collided -- I 26

crashed into the side of his car and pinned the front door.  And as 27

soon as I hit the front car, the -- as soon as the front of my car 28
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hit him and it came to a stop, I was out of the car.  I had my gun 1

out yelling at --2

DW:  Let's slow down a little bit.3

KD:  Okay.4

DW:  How -- how fast was his car going when it was making 5

this turn, when you impacted it with the front of your car?6

KD:  I think it was going pretty quick.7

DW:  Yeah?8

KD:  I -- I -- it's --9

DW:  Do you recall how fast your -- your vehicle speed 10

was?11

KD:  I was standing -- I was standing on the gas pedal 12

'cause that -- he's -- he's accelerating.13

DW:  Okay.14

KD:  But I -- I had pushed the gas pedal all the way down 15

I think.16

DW:  What's your thought process now when you make this 17

decision to ram the car with your police vehicle, what's going 18

through your head?19

KD:  Well, my thinking --20

DW:  On your decision to do that?21

KD:  Okay.  So my -- my thinking is he's already came at 22

me, he's try -- I thought he was trying to hurt me at that -- at 23

that point so I'm thinking he's -- he's -- he's trying to hurt us 24

or kill us or do whatever.  Do whatever he needs to do to get away 25

is -- is my thought process.  And -- and my thinking is that if 26

he's doing that, he needs to be stopped immediately.  That's -- 27

that's my -- that was what my thought process as why I'm going to 28
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crash into him.  He's -- he's already collided with me, Senior 1

Deputy Hutton had shot -- shot rounds at him, he's doing anything 2

he can to get away and he needed to be stopped immediately.  Danger 3

to a pub- -- the public, he was accelerating through the parking 4

lot.  All -- all of that was not necessarily in, I'm not thinking 5

that specifically that articulately in my head but all this is 6

going -- it's kind of hard to put into words but it's almost like 7

an emotion, you know?8

DW:  Yeah.9

KD:  So all that's going through my head is -- is I -- I 10

knew this guy had to be stopped no matter what.  So I crashed11

into -- I crashed the front of my car into the side of his, I 12

pinned the door closed.13

DW:  Okay, real quick.  Did you think about possibly what 14

would have happened if he had gotten away?  Any of that cross your 15

mind?16

KD:  Well, that -- that -- yes.  And so him being -- him 17

doing anything possible to get away from us, the speed he was 18

driving in the parking lot with all the pedestrians and vehicles 19

out, there's a danger to the public and all of that with him, his 20

reckless driving, and his -- his driving against traffic, almost 21

crashing into me and then coming straight on at me and then alm- -- 22

and then crashing into me --23

DW:  Okay.24

KD:  -- this guy's doing anything he can to get away.25

And so there -- in my mind there's -- there's a danger to the 26

public, there's a danger to us.  This guy needed to be stopped 27

immediately.28
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DW:  Okay.  So go on.1

KD:  Okay.  So after -- after the vehicles had stopped 2

and I pinned his door closed, I got out of my car and I pointed my 3

gun right at him.  I told him to show me both of your hands, put 4

both of your hands on the wall -- put both your hands up, put both 5

your hands up.  And he had both his hand -- he put both his hands 6

up immediately, right -- right when I had hit his steering --7

right -- right when I hit him.  Both of his hands came up.8

DW:  So you got out of your vehicle, pointed a -- your -- 9

your --10

KD:  Yes.11

DW:  -- handgun at him?12

KD:  As soon as I -- as soon as I collided with his car, 13

I -- I don't even know if I was fully stopped yet or not and I was 14

already out of the car and I was pointing my gun right at him and I 15

was telling him show me your hands, show me your hands, show me 16

your hands and his hands were already up right when I had -- right 17

when I had crashed into him.  And I had full view of his hands the 18

whole time.     19

And then I held him at gunpoint and Senior Deputy Hutton 20

was on the other side of my patrol car so on the passenger side and 21

he was point -- he was -- he was holding him at gunpoint also and I 22

was yelling at him, keep your hands up, keep your hands up.  And at 23

that point Senior Deputy Hutton had put out, you know, we have 24

shots fired and we need backup.25

DW:  Okay.  What happened from that point?26

KD:  From that point, the guy kept his hands up.  It -- 27

he was -- he was bleeding.  He -- I could see there was blood all 28
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over his hands, like it looked like he was bleeding out of his 1

chest and he started to fade back.  And -- and so my secondary 2

thought is I'm holding him at gunpoint, I can't see inside the car.3

I don't know if there's any other people in the car and I don't 4

know what he has.  At this point LA County had arrived and --5

DW:  La County Fire or --6

KD:  LA County sheriff.7

DW:  -- sheriff?  Okay.8

KD:  Some guy, I don't -- I don't know which deputy, he 9

had came up on my left, hey, I'm behind you.  Okay.  And so I'm 10

starting to get closer to the suspect vehicle to see if there's 11

anyone else in there.  I couldn't see into the back passenger seat 12

and I didn't -- I didn't want to get too close in case there was.13

         Ser- -- I think it was Sergeant Devers came on next, 14

Sergeant Devers came to the passenger side and I -- I was concerned 15

of a crossfire issue.  I told him I'm coming around.  I lost track 16

of where the LA County deputy went.  I walked around the vehicle, 17

the suspect at this point, he's still bleeding.18

DW:  Is your car wedged against his at this point?19

KD:  I'm -- I'm still pinned up against him.20

DW:  Okay.21

KD:  And he's bleeding and I can see he's starting to 22

fade out.  He's starting to go unconscious.  His hands -- his hand 23

kind of flops down outside the driver window and he's bleeding, the 24

hand -- the blood on the -- the driver door starting to roll down 25

and he's starting to fall, fade back, looked like he was starting 26

to go unconscious.  And I could see, it looked like he was bleeding 27

from chest area.28
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JL:  Can you recall, Kris, at any time activating your 1

lights --2

KD:  I did not.3

JL:  -- during this?4

KD:  I don't --5

JL:  During this event?6

KD:  I don't recall any of that, no.  Like I said it -- 7

it had all happened so quickly and so rapidly.8

JL:  Do you recall from your peripheral vision the 9

traffic in this area here at that time, when this all was 10

happening?11

KD:  No, I -- I --12

JL:  Was --13

KD:  I think it was really light traffic.14

JL:  Was it --15

KD:  I don't think there was a lot of cars out here 16

actually.  I -- I want to say there weren't any but --17

JL:  But there was traffic?18

KD:  There -- there were vehicles out.  There was -- 19

after the fact, I -- a lot of people started coming to this corner 20

here and I learned later that there was a like a party going on 21

over in that area over there.22

JL:  Did you shoot -- shoot at all at -- at the car?23

KD:  I did not shoot at all.24

JL:  And any recorders activated during this time?25

KD:  No.  No recorder.  So I still have him pinned up26

and --27

DW:  Did you chirp your siren at all during this time28
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or -- or your air horn or --1

KD:  No.2

DW:  -- anything like that?3

KD:  No, I didn't.  I hadn't done any of that.  Like -- 4

like I had said, it -- it all happened so quickly.5

DW:  Right.6

KD:  From the time he had passed me the parking lot and 7

he's going over to Agoura and I had turned -- turned south onto 8

Lakeview, it -- it was all happening so quickly.  I remember 9

grabbing the radio and thinking I need to get this out, I need to 10

get this out.  We're going to be in pursuit and I'm already 11

formulating how I'm going to talk on the radio.12

DW:  Uh-huh.13

KD:  And right as I come around the corner, that kind of 14

goes out of my head 'cause I see him come out and turning right at 15

me.  But, so -- so at this point I have him pinned up with the -- 16

against -- my car's still pinned up against the door and Sergeant 17

Devers is on the passenger side.  The guy's -- the guy's starting 18

to go unconscious and he -- and I can see he's going unconscious.19

He's still breathing but he's going unconscious and I don't know if 20

there's anyone in the back.  Sergeant Devers comes up and says -- 21

told me there was no one else in the back and so I -- I can't 22

remember.  Sergeant Devers was coming up and I can't remember what, 23

at what point, I was concerned there was someone -- there's still 24

might be other people in the back.     25

Senior Deputy Hutton was on the passenger side and we 26

were -- we were still kind of -- not far off from the vehicle.  I 27

was about, I don't know, just outside of my driver door away.28
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Sergeant Devers had came up.  Okay, so Sergeant Devers had came up 1

and looked in the back, he verified there was no one back in there.2

I -- we -- we all still had our guns pointed at him but Sergeant 3

Devers was directly on the passenger side, I was concerned about a 4

crossfire issue.     5

I walk -- I let him know, hey, I'm -- I'm coming around 6

and I came around and Senior Deputy Hutton had scooted to his right 7

I think and I walked in between him the -- and my patrol car up to 8

the passenger -- the driver's side rear window, looked inside and 9

verified no one else was in there.     10

Suspect was now for sure unconscious.  I could still see 11

he was breathing and at -- and at this time, Sergeant Devers was 12

trying to open the door.  We -- we -- we had called and said have 13

fire come in.  Sergeant Devers was trying to open the passenger 14

side door.  The passenger side door wouldn't open and unlock.15

DW:  The windows down on the car or are they up?16

KD:  The window, both windows were down.17

DW:  They were down?18

KD:  We couldn't get that door open so I -- I -- I 19

figured we'd try and get the driver's side door open so I went -- I 20

backed my car away from the -- from the suspect's vehicle.  My -- 21

my push bars were actually hooked to his car and pulled the car a 22

couple -- a couple inches towards me till it disconnected.  And 23

once it disconnected, I pulled back far enough to get the driver 24

door open and then I got back out.     25

And at that time the -- the world was there; LA -- LA 26

County Fire was there, a lot of Ventura County deputies were here 27

and I was kind of ushered away from -- from there at that point.  I 28
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checked on the -- I checked at the corner over here.  There was -- 1

there was concern about maybe rounds -- rounds going towards the 2

pedestrians over there.3

JL:  When you -- when you drove in the direction of where 4

he was and you were driving at him, where were you aiming to hit 5

him?6

KD:  I was -- I was --7

JL:  Now your intentions where to hit him obviously.8

KD:  My -- my intention was to hit him and stop his 9

vehicle from moving.10

JL:  Where?11

KD:  I was aiming for his driver door.12

JL:  Gotcha.13

KD:  Right where he was at.  My -- my thought process on 14

that is, first off it was the easiest place to steer to and, second 15

was 'cause that's -- that's how he's going to get out of the 16

vehicle and I didn't want him getting out right where I am.  So I 17

wanted to pin that door closed.18

JL:  Okay.19

KD:  Make it -- make it as difficult as possible for him 20

to get out.21

JL:  Okay.22

That's it.23

DW:  Okay.24

JL:  Anything else?25

DW:  I'm good.     26

Thanks, Kris.  Appreciate it.27

28
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From:

To:

Subject: Automated Message from Metro PCS. Your Request is Processing, Tracking ID: 574172

Date: 7/10/2013 11:50:12 AM

*** NOTICE: This is not an invoice, only an estimation of charges. You will receive an invoice once all 
services have been rendered.*** Your Requests have been successfully submitted. Please keep this 
Tracking ID to check for updates and status of your records. -----------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- Tracking ID:574172 Request Types Submitted: Estimated Call Details With Cell 
Sites Price: 0.00 Estimated Subscriber Info Price: 0.00 Estimated Text With Content Price: 50.00 Case 
Number: No Reference Provided ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Your Estimated Total Charges for your Requests are: $50.00 If this request does generate a charge, the 
invoice will be mailed to:
Have any Questions/Con
Compliance Team. 
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CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS 

POLICE DEPARTMENT 

MEDIA RELEASE 

www.VCSD.org

Nature of Incident: Officer Involved Shooting 

Report Number: 13-13209

Location: Lakeview Canyon Road @ Agoura Road  Westlake Village 

Date & Time: June 15, 2013 @ 9:03 pm 

Unit Responsible: Thousand Oaks Patrol

(S)uspects, (V)ictims, (P)arty, (D)ecedent City of Residence Age 
(S)  Gilroy, Ca.   

Narrative:

A man was shot by deputies Saturday evening, after he rammed one patrol car and attempted 
to drive his car into another deputy.

The incident began with a hit-and-run traffic collision on Westlake Boulevard. Deputies were 
checking the area for the suspect vehicle, when one of them found a similar vehicle in the area 
of Lakeview Canyon Road and Agoura Road.

When the deputy tried to stop the vehicle, it fled through a shopping center at the northwest 
corner of Lakeview Canyon and Agoura. The deputy followed the suspect vehicle, which then 
drove eastbound on Agoura Road in the westbound traffic lanes. The suspect vehicle 
continued eastbound and intentionally accelerated and rammed a marked sheriff’s patrol car 
traveling westbound on Agoura Road.

The suspect then reversed his vehicle toward the first deputy who had followed him. That 
deputy had exited his patrol car and was in imminent danger of being struck by the suspect’s 
vehicle. The deputy fired several shots at the suspect. The suspect then tried to drive away, 
but the second deputy rammed the suspect’s vehicle and pushed it into the curb to prevent the 
suspect from being a further danger to the public.

The suspect, who was later identified as -year-old  of Gilroy, Ca., suffered 
several gunshot wounds and was taken to Los Robles Hospital and Medical Center for 
treatment.

CHIEF OF POLICE 
COMMANDER RANDY PENTIS

SHERIFF
GEOFF DEAN 
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Anyone who was in the area and witnessed the incident is asked to contact Sgt. Ian Laughlin 
of the Sheriff’s Major Crimes Bureau (805)383-8791 or (805)384-4737.

Prepared by: Sgt. Eric Buschow 

Media Release Date: June 16, 2013 

Follow-Up Contact: Sgt. Eric Buschow ( 805) 947-8129 

Approved By: Capt. Chris Dunn 
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Narrative:
surveillance footage is dated 06/15/2013 and starts at 20:00:00 hours.  The New Accounts camera 
depicts the inside of the bank and there was no useful video footage available.  The Drive UP ATM 
faces east towards Lakeview Canyon Road north of the intersection of Agoura Road.  There are two 
lanes in the drive-up window area.  The two lanes are separated by a raised center median, four barrier 
poles and two brick center columns.  The Night Drop faces south and captures the west side of the bank 
and partial parking lot.  The time stamp listed on the videos is approximate. 

On the drive uP ATM video, at approximately 20:56:48, I was able to view two police vehicles traveling 
northbound on Lakeview Canyon Road.  At approximately 20:57:13,  I observed a vehicle traveling 
southbound through the nearest drive-up window.   At 20:57:16 there was a second vehicle that drove 
through (I was unable to determine if this was the police vehicle.).   Viewing the video surveillance there 
was a dark colored sports utility vehicle that was driving on the south side of the building to the drive-up 
ATM area as both vehicles were traveling southbound (wrong way) through the drive-up area. 

At 21:03: 45 there is a marked police vehicle traveling southbound on Lakeview Canyon Road.  The 
police vehicle appears to have the overhead light bar on.  At 21:04:13 there appears to be a male 
subject walking southbound on the west side walk towards the intersection and disappears out of view.  
At 21:04 there is another adult male running through the drive-up window area and disappears out of 
view.  At 21:06 an additional police vehicle is seen traveling southbound on Lakeview Canyon Road.  
This police vehicle has its overhead lights on.  The deputy in that police vehicle exits and walks 
northbound on Lakeview Canyon Road.  At 21:07 there is an uniformed deputy walking southbound on 
the west side sidewalk.  At 21:08 there is three males walking northbound through the drive-up area.  At 
21:08 a uniformed deputy is seen placing crime scene tape up on the east side of the bank. At 21:10 a 
uniformed deputy is seen walking southbound through the drive-up area.   At 21:24  a marked police 
sports utility vehicle is seen backing northbound along the west curb of Lakeview Canyon Area.  At 
21:30 there is a male and a female walking northbound through the drive-up ATM area.     

During this time frame there are several people seen walking towards the night drop ATM.  also seen is 
a white vehicle backing up and driving northbound through the parking lot. 

The video surveillance ends at 21:45. 
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